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Analysis

What You Need to Know

This Hype Cycle focuses on emerging technologies relevant to the future of communications service
providers’ (CSPs’) wireless networks.

Why CSPs Need to Transform the Future of Wireless Network Infrastructure Capabilities

CSPs must focus on cost optimization and revenue growth through the adoption of new
infrastructure technologies. Cellular operators, incumbent telecommunications companies,
alternative and less traditional operators as well as new entrants must update their plans for
technology adoption and retirement of end-of-life technology. In particular, CSPs must facilitate the
provision of digital services and scale their operational capabilities for the Internet of Things (IoT)
and immersive services such as edge and cloud augmented reality (AR)/virtual reality (VR).

The network is a key enabler for these services — for example, changes in baseband processing
provide very high bandwidth reliably (using 5G) and with minimal delays (leveraging CSP edge
computing), as well as providing customized network slicing for different industry vertical
requirements. Different access technologies will support the requirements of different connectivity
use cases (such as using network as a service).

The virtualized network is now a platform for all kinds of services from which it is decoupled. The
demand-and-supply paradigm is influencing the decomposition of networks into functional units of
compute, storage, routing, switching and other functions. This opens procurement options for CSPs
that can increasingly source network elements and functions from nontraditional equipment
vendors.

Network services remain important for CSPs that are diversifying into adjacent digital services.
However, their most strategic asset will be the real-time information about network usage and
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behavior, which can be used to optimize experience based on context (such as mobile self-
organizing networks do, for instance). This information also improves decision making for further
infrastructure investment for capacity and performance. A drive to open-source infrastructure and
software is also prevalent, not only in the core network elements, but also increasingly in the radio
access.

The Hype Cycle

Since our 2Q18 forecast, the five-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for wireless
infrastructure has increased from 1.3% to 1.5%. This increase is driven by 5G development and a
short-term boost in 4G/Long Term Evolution (LTE) capacity needed to maintain user experience,
while 5G comes online. Tier 1 CSPs in South Korea, China and the United States are installing base
stations at a faster rate than previously anticipated, in the hope of capturing new avenues of
sustainable growth. Additionally, governments and regulators are working to clear the way for new
wireless technology, hoping the ecosystems created will be a foundation and catalyst for the rapid
development of new technologies and efficiencies across industries.

Small cell technology continues to be a critical ingredient for improving network densification, which
is important for 5G development. Favorable economics and improving site location management are
allowing CSPs to continue to favor this option to improve network capacity. The 2018 through 2023
CAGR for small cells remains strong at 8.3%.

CSPs keen to play an expanded role must develop capabilities to create and deliver a diverse set of
products that provide rich media, intelligence, APIs and security (which historically has proved
difficult to sell, especially for CSPs). This is a time for significant change in CSPs, particularly
network-based CSPs. Whether their goal is to compete or collaborate with over-the-top (OTT)
players and cloud service providers, they need a hyperconverged infrastructure where network and
IT merge seamlessly.

CSPs’ operational architecture is morphing into a hyperconverged infrastructure through network
virtualization and software-defined networking (SDN) that creates a platform out of core, edge,
transport, backhaul and access networks (starting with Third Generation Partnership Project [3GPP]
Release 15 [R15] 5G). Changes from legacy architecture lie in supporting a variety of connectivity,
traffic engineering and performance requirements, which are not tied to any specific service.

At the same time, the needs of subscribers are changing. Users have a greater diversity of
connected products (for example, smart TV, Amazon Alexa, connected cars, smart appliances),
growing use of cloud services, greater consumption of video, and an expectation (from both
consumers and businesses) to be constantly connected. In addition, for IoT, a diverse set of
capabilities must be addressed by connectivity technologies. These include long range, long battery
life and low-cost applications to those requiring limited security features; or 3GPP authentication, to
applications that demand high data rates and low latency. Consequently, no single connectivity
option is able to service all the possible IoT-related use cases.

Therefore, IoT solutions require connectivity alternatives to 3GPP networks, since price points are
not always attractive for use cases requiring long range and extensive battery life. For many of these
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scenarios, CSPs along with some enterprises are turning to low-power wide-area network (LPWA)
alternatives.

Many enterprises are also considering dedicated wireless networks to cover their operations, in
some cases using unlicensed spectrum options (such as shared spectrum with Citizens Broadband
Radio Service [CBRS]).

Furthermore, in places where no other alternative network coverage is available, satellite coverage
remains relevant with thousands of approved constellations of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites
planned to launch over the next few years, which will both augment and compete with traditional
telco providers.

With agility being a key network requirement, CSPs have a high interest in mobile self-organizing
networks to increase agility and decrease costs, while managing traffic growth.

Early mover CSPs, such as AT&T, Orange and Vodafone, are shifting their focus on the operational
aspects to revenue-driven efforts, delivering virtualized services and functions, such as Virtual
Evolved Packet Core (vEPC).

While these technological advances and initiatives will help, they are not the complete picture in
terms of adapting the networks and bringing capabilities where they need to be. To tackle the
demand for capacity and bandwidth in present conditions, CSPs are looking at Small Cells, Long
Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) and LTE-A Pro. Interest is growing in LTE-A Over Unlicensed
Spectrum (LTE-U). These technologies bridge the divide between Wi-Fi and cellular.

CSPs’ early launches of 5G non-stand-alone (NSA) infrastructure and functionality is on a limited
basis so far — both geographically and technologically (3GPP R15 5G New Radio on a 4G core).
CSPs need to be aware of inviting competition from other entrants through delayed wider 5G
availability, such as from vendors or integrators, who want to supply enterprises that choose to
deploy dedicated, private infrastructure for 5G.

Some technologies have moved quite significantly since last year’s Hype Cycle, such as:

■ Intercarrier Service Automation

■ 5G

■ Open Compute Project Networking

■ eSIM

They share a theme of the CSP platform becoming an open, interoperable platform that has more
relevance to industries outside telecom.
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Figure 1. Hype Cycle for the Future of CSP Wireless Networks Infrastructure, 2019

The Priority Matrix

As the Priority Matrix shows (see Figure 2), transformational technology trends will affect CSPs’
networks in achieving mainstream adoption — and should be included in transformation roadmaps
by CSPs’ network planners:

■ Starting with vEPC, the migration to virtual network functions (VNFs) continues through the rest
of infrastructure network domains.

■ Embedded SIM (eSIM) will annihilate CSPs’ lock-in over premium devices and their high-
spending users, enabling flexibility for IoT modules to be manufactured in one country and
shipped to another.

■ Named Data Networking addresses some of the fundamental weaknesses of the internet (for
example, those around security and efficient content distribution). It will enable completely new
services and applications, creating new markets and companies — rather like the internet did
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itself over 20 years ago — and may be a key enabler of wide scale 5G (3GPP Release 16
beyond).

It’s also worth noting that, in the short term (less than two years), the main areas of focus will be
related to network infrastructure, mostly radio access.

We also expect 5G will be widely available commercially over the next five to 10 years (that is,
deployments moving beyond islands and “hot spots” to wider coverage). We anticipate that
eventually, by 2030, services will become predominantly virtual.

Open Compute Project (OCP) Networking is already implemented in some of the major data
center CSPs (such as Catalyst and Equinix) and web-scale companies (like Facebook). Several
CSPs (such as AT&T, Deutsche Telekom [DT], EE, SK Telecom and Verizon) have all made OCP
announcements. Therefore, production-ready OCP deployments over the next year from some of
these established CSPs are expected.

CSPs should focus their short-term planning on the technologies that are less than two years to
mainstream adoption, while also plotting a roadmap for transformational technologies that are up to
10 years away from mainstream adoption.
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Figure 2. Priority Matrix for the Future of CSP Wireless Networks Infrastructure, 2019

Off the Hype Cycle

Some of the technologies that appeared in the previous year’s Hype Cycle, but do not appear in this
year's research, are as follows:
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■ Cloud RAN (cRAN) was replaced by Virtualized Radio Access Network (vRAN), to reflect a
more comprehensive description of not only centralized, but also virtualized resources. This led
to its backward move in its positioning on the Hype Cycle since vRAN is less widely adopted.

The following Hype Cycle entries were removed from this Hype Cycle as they are no longer
considered to be key wireless infrastructure CSP technologies:

■ Advanced Underserved Area Comms

■ Light Fidelity (Li-Fi)

■ Content Filtering as a Service

■ Open-Source Infrastructure

■ Virtual Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)

■ White-Box Switching

The following two Hype Cycle entries were removed due to waning interest:

■ Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)

■ Time Division-Long Term Evolution (TD-LTE)

The Hype Cycle entry was renamed:

■ Spectrum Sharing is now Shared Spectrum Access.

Some Hype Cycle entry additions include:

■ LTE-A Pro which was added back onto the Hype Cycle due to the continuing progress of LTE
technologies, while 5G slowly ramps up.

■ Interest in 6G is starting to grow following the launch of 5G — as 3GPP technologies enter the
market approximately every nine years or so.

■ AR Cloud was added due to its potential to become a key application and driver for 5G and
edge.

On the Rise

6G

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: The next next-generation, “6G,” initiatives have been launched aiming at 2030 vision,
since the next generation 5G commercialization has just started in late 2018.

6G is really in the incubation period and it is focusing on “big picture” discussions such as 6G
concept, vision and transition from mere technology to platform/solution or current technology
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research continuation such as Terahertz usage. As of today, there is no clear 6G definition and the
telecom industry is just trying to add one generation every 10 years (same as before).

Position and Adoption Speed Justification:

6G related announcements include:

■ In January 2018, UC Santa Barbara named lead for new DARPA project including terahertz
communications for 6G

■ In March 2018, China announced start of 6G network technology development

■ In April 2018, University of Oulu was selected to begin groundbreaking 6G research as part of
Academy of Finland’s flagship programme

■ In July 2018, The ITU-T Focus Group Technologies for Network 2030 (FG NET-2030) was
established by ITU-T Study Group 13

■ In December 2018, NTT DOCOMO delivered a lecture on further evolution of 5G looking ahead
to the next generation (6G)

■ In January 2019, LG opened a 6G research center within KAIST Institute

■ In March 2019, the very first 6G mobile communications event was held in Finland

Gartner assumes that these “too early” 6G announcements aim to support companies and any
stakeholders to emphasize their 6G leadership in the middle of 2020s. This is mainly for their
technical marketing message and what they did for 5G in 2013/2014 time span. Just the timing of
next next-generation engagement announcement might have been ahead of schedule several years.

Technically speaking, 6G will enhance recent 5G capabilities and will be able to provide higher peak
data rate, lower latency, much more connection density, better radio spectrum efficiency and
mobility.

User Advice:

■ Observe the current emerging 6G discussion carefully

■ Do not consider deploying 6G commercially till late 2020s

■ Support your regulators and government to create their new national policy by 5G evolution and
6G

Business Impact: 6G will not impact any businesses till late 2020s but its social impact and
accountability will be unfathomable.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Embryonic
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Sample Vendors: Ericsson; Huawei; LG; Nokia; NTT DOCOMO

Named Data Networking

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: Named data networking (NDN) is an architecture for the future internet that associates
unique names (similar to URLs) to blocks of data that can be stored, digitally signed and transmitted
across nodes. The current system transports data containers (packets) between two endpoints
using an IP address.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The National Science Foundation (NSF) began
development of NDN in 2010 and it evolved into a consortium of academic and industry members.

Named data networking is an architecture for the future internet. NDN follows the information-
centric networking (ICN) approach and is in a development stage. The key pillars of the architecture
and basic protocols have been defined. They have already been implemented and a global research
community is testing them in a test bed of 44 nodes (as of June 2018) installed at universities
across North America, Europe and Asia. This research community and leading vendors are
developing additional architectural elements and more efficient implementations. NDN will also
provide an architecture with the ability to effectively and securely support broadcast/multicast of
content (with native caching) and the Internet of Things.

Being a clean-slate design, NDN has the opportunity to introduce leapfrog innovation in networking,
but this might also hinder its adoption. As IPv6 has demonstrated, introducing large-scale changes
in the network is not easy. There are no commercial implementations of NDN yet and we have not
seen interest from enterprises. But, NDN is being considered as one of the technologies for the next
generation of mobile networks (5G). This might accelerate adoption, although it will not be ready for
the first 5G commercial implementations — which have started occurring in 2018. Networking
vendors and service providers should evaluate how NDN could impact their portfolio and strategy in
the long term. They should evaluate the pros and cons of playing an early innovator role in NDN
development.

Verizon and Cisco tested using named data as opposed to location identifiers like IP addresses to
simplify network architecture. The use case was video delivery optimization. Expected NDN benefits
include dynamic adaptive streaming, and load balancing of media. Also, forwarding and caching of
content in the network can increase traffic localization and free up backhaul and core via bandwidth
saving leveraging multicasting. As NDN is agnostic of the access layer, it also enables a more
efficient handoff between different access methods, such as 5G and Wi-Fi — a coexistence which
will continue as 5G gets rolled out.

Gartner expects the use cases, as well as the benefits of NDN to complement that of edge
computing, at least regarding caching, video optimization, application acceleration and bandwidth
saving.

User Advice: Although enterprises do not need to get involved at this stage, NDN has the potential
to drive the first real technology change in the set of protocols that underpin the internet, which
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were designed in the 1970s. This advancement will overcome intrinsic limitations in areas like
scalability, security, efficient content distribution and mobility support. Until recently, the industry
has elected an incremental approach to address shortcomings, remediating specific problems as
they arose. But this also introduced increasing complexity, making networks hard to design and
operate. This strategy of patching the architecture to fix each problem independently will not work
forever and will not support long-term (greater than 10 years) expansion for the IT and telco
industries.

However some concerns remain as to how likely adoption of NDN will be:

■ There is a risk of NDN vanishing before maturing because it does not prove value in terms of
enabling capabilities that can’t already be done — in addition, introducing an internet-wide
replacement for IP could take decades even if it was useful

■ Anything involving a naming scheme would require agreement on naming conventions and
standardization, which could lead to a scenario where NDN and TCP/IP coexist for 30 years.

NDN needs to confirm that it can add value to 5G, for example with respect to video and other
content delivery, as well as helping tackle issues created by mass densification and HetNet across
different access technologies.

Business Impact: NDN addresses some of the fundamental weaknesses of the internet, for
example, those around security and efficient content distribution. It will enable completely new
services and applications, creating new markets and companies like the internet did more than 20
years ago. But it will also need to support current services and applications. To succeed, NDN will
need strong support not only from academia, but also from the IT and telco industries — something
not to be taken for granted considering that such a high level of innovation could reshape the
competitive landscape. If NDN succeeds, it will have a major impact on the networking industry
(including all IT technology vendors) because NDN changes everything, not just routers and
switches.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Embryonic

Recommended Reading:

“Market Guide for CSP Edge Computing Solutions”

“SWOT: Equinix, Worldwide”

“Market Insight: How to Position and Differentiate CDN and Digital Commerce Transformation for
Telecom Providers”

AR Cloud

Analysis By: Tuong Nguyen; David Cearley
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Definition: The augmented reality (AR) cloud is the underlying, persistent, digital content layer
mapped to objects and locations in the physical world. It provides a digital legend in the form of a
point cloud to annotate (augment) objects and places in the physical world. It is a key infrastructure
component that will be required to enable a ubiquitous, scalable, spatial web experience.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Similar to AR, aspects of the AR cloud have existed
for decades, but the emergence of the AR cloud as a concept has re-emerged as recently as 2017.
Many startups (see vendor list below) are developing revolutionary platforms and systems to bring
the AR cloud to fruition. A simple (but misleading) view is that this is a database that will “feed” AR
and mixed reality (MR) experiences. The AR cloud is much more rich and complex than a simple
database. Numerous, underlying elements will need to be created (such as edge networking, high
bandwidth and low latency communications, standardized tools and content types for publishing
into the AR Cloud, management and delivery of content, and interoperability to ensure seamless
and ubiquitous [rather than siloed] experiences) to enable this shift in how we organize and interact
with digital content. Traditionally, leading tech vendors have invested in distributed network
infrastructure, but many of them (such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, Microsoft) are adapting to a
new paradigm to support localized, persistent, collaborative, shared, multiuser interactions. Some
of this infrastructure and requirements will be ushered in by the arrival of low-latency, wireless
networking (5G will serve as an enabling tech), while others are still being developed.

User Advice: In the next decade, the AR cloud could form the multilayer digital twin of the physical
world. This will enable new interactions and in term new business models and ways to monetize the
physical world. The AR cloud will change the way that enterprises think of physical assets, how they
interact with customers and the associated risks.

Business Impact: The AR cloud, let alone standards governing its infrastructure, is a work in
progress. The best way to prepare is to evaluate potential areas of impact of business outcomes —
areas that can be exploited or affected by the AR cloud. There are broad possibilities here. For
example, in city management, this includes collaborative, dynamic and contextualized maps of
cities to highlight details such as public restrooms, public transit locations, traffic issues, wayfinding
as well as public utility maintenance records, log fix-it requests, and government office locations.
Following are the areas that will be affected by the AR cloud:

■ Privacy — defining what should be captured by sensors (image and others) and how it will be
stored.

■ Security — establishing hierarchies for data capture and protection.

■ Compliance — the impact of massive physical data collection on regulations such as GDPR.

■ Digital ethics — guidelines to manage and capture content as well as segregating data into
public and private realms.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging
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Sample Vendors: 6D.ai; Amazon; Apple; Facebook; Google; Microsoft; Ubiquity6; Visualix; Xperiel

Recommended Reading: “Market Guide for Augmented Reality”

Drone Base Station

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: An unmanned aerial vehicle (drone) can provide a cellular signal when terrestrial cellular
base stations are out of service or not available in an extreme situation such as disaster recovery.
Existing disaster response solutions such as movable base stations and satellite backhauls are very
expensive, pretty large to operate and take time to prepare. A drone base station tries to fill the gap
in an agile and efficient manner.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Cellular network, including 2G, 3G and 4G Long Term
Evolution (LTE), has been deployed gradually over the past 30 years and most of the human
residence can be covered by itself. However, there are still uncovered areas including uninhabited
rural regions and communication-disabled areas.

Drone base station can be deployed regardless of road and ground conditions, and can be operated
even in areas where there are entry restrictions and prohibitions, such as disaster areas. Moreover, it
is much easier to carry and operate and has shorter preparation time (for example, as little as one
hour) in comparison with existing disaster response solutions.

Consequently, some communications service providers (CSPs) in advanced markets have started
testing for it, including AT&T, Verizon and Sprint in the U.S.; kt in South Korea; NTT DOCOMO, KDDI
and SoftBank in Japan; China Unicom and China Telecom in China; and EE in the U.K. Yet, drone
base station will move slowly through the Hype Cycle due to the challenges below and the need for
further development:

■ Small coverage, such as 1 km or less.

■ Short operating time, less than one hour with onboard power supply. Connection with ground
power supply through cable is possible; however, increasing altitude will cause problems such
as cable weight and wind pressure (existing limitation — wind speed is about 20 m, altitude is
about 100 m).

■ Difficulty moving horizontally with wired power supply.

■ Different policy and procedure to enhance the radio coverage in the air.

■ Regulations such as aeronautics and radio law.

User Advice:

■ Test the drone base station, and confirm its capability and effectiveness

■ Study the coverage and its radio interference in the air

■ Start developing the ecosystem with stakeholders
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Business Impact: Drone base station is mainly targeted to compensate for the cellular network
coverage during emergencies but its potential is huge, including communication distance
enhancement by multihop communication over drones and automated network optimization
sensing neighbor cells. Its commercialization is far into the future but its research and study can
start now.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Embryonic

Sample Vendors: Airspan; Ericsson; Fujitsu; Nokia; Qualcomm; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

Drone Traffic Control Systems

Analysis By: Aapo Markkanen

Definition: Drone traffic control systems are systems deployed to track, control and manage aerial
drones that are operating in an airspace. The concept is also known as Unmanned Aircraft System
Traffic Management, or UTM. These systems interface with both the organization(s) managing the
airspace and the person or entity that is operating the drone or, in the case of autonomous devices,
responsible for the drone.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Drone traffic control systems have moved from the
embryonic to the emerging stage of maturity in the Hype Cycle, following a growing number of trial
and test projects conducted by various aviation authorities and air navigation services. The most
high-profile project is the Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability (LAANC) framework
in the U.S. that was launched in 2018. In its current scope, LAANC provides instant authorization
decisions on requests to fly in the restricted airspace.

In Europe, UTM trials are taking place under a set of services known as U-space, which is part of
the wider Single European Sky initiative to consolidate Europe’s air traffic management. U-space
has seen demonstrations or trials taking place, for example, Switzerland, Finland, Estonia and
France. Elsewhere, there are similar UTM activities in, for example, Australia, New Zealand, Japan
and Singapore.

While the technical progress on the UTM solutions has been steady, there are still many obstacles
to their widespread adoption. Importantly, most of the questions about the commercial and
operational models for the provision of UTM services remain unaddressed. For instance, it is still not
yet clear how the systems will be funded and how many systems will need to be deployed per
country. It is also not clear how they will be integrated into the existing air traffic control systems. It
is likely that different aviation authorities will take different approaches to deployment.
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User Advice: At this stage, organizations that use drones in countries where UTM systems are
being trialed should investigate whether joining a trial project as an end user would be beneficial for
their operations. For example, in the U.S., the use of a UTM platform that is part of LAANC allows
drone operators to receive instant approvals on waiver requests to fly within a five-mile radius of an
airport. Without LAANC, the waiver process is manual and takes several weeks. Meanwhile, in
Switzerland, participating in the local UTM program has allowed enterprises to fly beyond visual line
of sight (BVLOS) and, thus, conduct advanced trials on autonomous drone deliveries.

The organizations that are able to start developing such advanced drone capabilities, which
otherwise would not be permitted by regulators, already now can gain a long-term advantage over
their counterparts that continue to leverage solely more rudimentary capabilities. From the
operator’s perspective, access to a UTM system can be enabled as a feature of a more
comprehensive drone management platform. Thus, it is advisable that end users investigating
relevant product offerings evaluate them in the context of their overall drone management
requirements.

Business Impact: Due to the high number of active drones that are expected to operate in the
future, the processing of the interactions between the traffic controllers and the drone operators
must be highly automated. Serving as platforms accessed by both sides, the UTM systems aim to
enable such a high level of automation. Drone traffic control systems will have a positive impact on
all industries that use drones, as it will allow organizations to conduct more complex operations. In
particular, the deployment of these systems will facilitate use cases that involve BVLOS or
autonomous flights or flying in restricted airspaces, such as near airports or in densely populated
areas. Furthermore, UTM implementations will also benefit parties that require drone
countermeasures, by providing a new layer through which to detect and potentially control the
drones entering a particular airspace.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: AirMap; Alphabet; Altitude Angel; Amazon; DJI; Kittyhawk; NTT DATA; Thales
Group; Unifly; Verizon

Recommended Reading:

“Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2019: Autonomous Things”

“The Top 10 Wireless Technologies and Trends That Will Drive Innovation”

“Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2019: A Gartner Trend Insight Report”

“10 Critical Components Driving the Robot and Drone Revolution”

“Market Insight: LTE Drone Services for Public Safety Operations Provides Growth Opportunity for
CSPs”
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Open-Source Base Station

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: The open-source base station concept covers low-cost wireless access points that can
be used to crowdsource coverage of rural areas. The concept also covers the evolution of the
traditional RAN equipment and interfaces to an open, virtualized architecture. This profile mentions
several forums and initiatives related to the open-source base station concept.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The open-source base station concept is championed
by various groups. Canonical and Lime Microsystems are based on low-cost software-defined radio
(SDR), supporting different wireless standards implemented by software. Quortus adds relevance to
other network elements with software-defined core network capabilities and expertise in mobile
edge computing. OpenBTS enables implementation of open-source software GSM base station.
Facebook began OpenCellular concept, another open-source, cellular access point alternative.

At present, only proofs of concept, demonstrations and basic products have materialized. However,
the concept was demonstrated in the GSMA Mobile World Congress (MWC), Barcelona, Spain,
during February 2016.

In April 2016, EE (in the U.K.) announced that it would deploy the concept in some rural areas of
Scotland in 2017; however, there is a lack of evidence of progress on this project. In February 2017,
Lime and Ubuntu mentioned that over 3,600 developers were working on creating applications on
their platform. In April 2017, Lime Microsystems launched its LimeNET crowdfunding campaign,
which it wanted to use to reach wider market diffusion. Although the Scotland Innovation
Programme (SIP) collaboration framework includes EE, Lime Microsystems, Nokia and Facebook,
work is still confined to academic research.

Government requirement for universal service may be required to get wider adoption.

The viability and potential wider adoption of this technology requires more leading communications
service providers (CSPs) to join and actually deploy the technology, and then, expand deployments
beyond limited rural areas. In addition, the function of real software-defined radio in the base
stations can prove difficult to realize and commercialize in the near future, although initiatives such
as OpenAirInterface (OAI) may help.

In terms of vRAN evolution, Open vRAN Ecosystem is a forum championed by Cisco, announced in
February 2018, and includes Reliance Jio, Altiostar, Aricent, Intel, Mavenir, PHAZR, Red Hat and
Tech Mahindra. The Telecom Infra Project’s (TIP’s) OpenRAN group, co-founded by Facebook in
2016, includes Intel, Nokia, Deutsche Telekom and SK Telecom.

O-RAN Alliance (founded in Feb 2018) has a focus on CSP members including AT&T, China Mobile,
Deutsche Telekom, NTT DOCOMO and Orange.

What makes these forums attractive to CSPs is that progress can occur faster than the traditional
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard process.
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User Advice: It is too early to plan for wide-scale deployment. However, the potential cost savings
should be investigated by CSPs — traditional and alternative — since more economical access
points could justify the coverage of underserved and rural areas, especially where current
infrastructure, opex and backhaul costs makes such deployment expensive. For example, Range
Networks claims that its software runs on inexpensive, off-the-shelf hardware (typically at less than
20% of the cost of custom hardware). However, it is still unclear whether the open-source base
station concept would prove enough to change the current views of the vast majority of CSPs.
Many CSPs still show little interest in addressing rural and underserved areas — regardless of the
cost advantages of some available network deployment options (such as network-in-a-box). In
emerging markets, such rural coverage initiatives rely — more often than not — on foreign aid or
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). However, the trend to open-source network elements is
likely to continue as other parts of the GSM infrastructure also open up.

In terms of open source base station initiatives, there is a clear momentum building based on
interest from CSPs to achieve the benefits of NFV in the RAN as well as reduce vendor lock-in to
some extent.

Business Impact: Historically, base stations and cellular access points have remained driven by
larger vendors due to the required investments in R&D and testing, at least as far as macro,
outdoors equipment for CSPs is concerned. Open-source base stations can reduce costs by
making the equipment more versatile. They may also open the door to smaller vendors and open-
source developers that can develop applications supporting a variety of wireless standards (such as
3GPP, Wi-Fi, iBeacon or Radar). While deployments are limited to a few demonstrations and trials,
patent holders will likely ignore payment implications. However, if open-source base stations’
volumes start ramping up, then it is likely that there would be fees involved, especially about 3G
and/or 4G.

vRAN based on open standards and less driven by the traditional infrastructure vendors will open
up the CSP infrastructure market to many smaller, software-specialist vendors.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Altiostar; Aricent; Canonical; Cisco; Facebook; KDDI; Lime Microsystems;
Mavenir; Quortus

Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

“Hype Cycle for the Future of CSP Wireless Networks Infrastructure, 2018”

Uplink-Downlink Decoupling

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi
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Definition: Uplink-downlink decoupling can combine different radio spectrums’ uplink and downlink
communication that has not been achieved before on 4G LTE, such as 3.5GHz downlink of 5G and
700MHz/1.8GHz/2.1GHz uplink of 4G LTE. This can accomplish these different bands’ co-site
deployment with the same uplink-downlink coverage and try to reduce the 5G radio access network
(RAN) investment.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Leading communications service providers (CSPs) in
the U.S. and South Korea have launched 5G commercially mainly using sub-6GHz or millimeter
waves. This higher radio spectrum usage can shrink base station’s cell coverage compared to 4G
LTE, due to the inherent characteristics of these bands and limited transmit power of terminal
devices. As a result, high bands fail to deliver an excellent cell edge user experience and rich
spectrum resources cannot be fully leveraged. Uplink-downlink decoupling will cover up this
weakness and encourage CSPs to migrate to 5G smoothly.

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard has already accepted uplink-downlink
decoupling — its name is uplink sharing, with the technology to become standardized in Release 15
in 2018. Also, Vodafone Italy and EE/BT tested this technology with Huawei and one of the findings
was that uplink coverage increased by 10 times through this new technology.

User Advice:

■ Test the uplink-downlink decoupling with your network equipment vendors of 4G and 5G, and
confirm its capability and effectiveness

■ Coordinate its deployment with chipset vendors on devices

■ Study which radio spectrum bands’ combination of uplink and downlink is suitable, confirming
CSP’s existing spectrum assets and usage

■ Confirm the regulation policy, and start to develop new rules for this technology if it is not
permitted

Business Impact: Uplink-downlink decoupling is mainly targeted to optimize 5G investment by
reusing existing 4G LTE resources including base stations and spectrum bands. This technology
also can eliminate the higher spectrum coverage bottleneck and improve user experience. This will
hasten CSPs’ 5G adoption and deployment speed.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Embryonic

Sample Vendors: Huawei; Intel

Recommended Reading:

“3 Requirements to Successfully Offer Commercial 5G Services”
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“Market Trends: Make Compelling 5G Technology Selections and Be First to Attain 5G Success”

5G Security

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: 5G improves 4G security, for example:

■ Unified authentication (4G authentication is access dependent;).

■ Flexible security policy for diverse use cases (single 4G policy).

■ Encrypted transmission (SUPI) prevents IMSI leakage for user privacy.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: 5G security is not a priority in many deployments,
standards won’t cover everything — implementation will hugely influence outcomes:

■ Forecasts predict rollout of 5G will increase number of connected objects and potential vector
of attack with more entry points and DDoS attack vectors; however, this also provides more
telemetry anomaly detection.

■ Challenging requirements for QoS for latency, bandwidth, high availability and diverse 5G
security requirements.

■ More 5G private, dedicated networks will be deployed by enterprises with more security
concern than consumers using public networks (due to technical knowledge, industrial and
brand damage risk).

■ A varied legacy of communications and industrial networks and devices will interconnect with
5G.

■ NFV, automation and orchestration of open 5G CSP networks increases exposure.

■ Slicing creates virtual networks across shared physical infrastructure, impacting security due
lateral movement risk, cross-slice permeability issues and so on.

■ Wider ecosystem delivering industrial 5G use cases, with varying security competencies and
credentials make SLAs, service assurance including E2E security, challenging.

User Advice: Security specialists looking to industrial 5G should:

■ Anticipate increased attack risk such as DDoS by improving equipment and software design of
5G network infrastructure and endpoints.

■ Anticipate DDoS preparedness in business continuity/disaster recovery procedures.

■ Implement layered DDoS defense with best of cloud scrubbing center, cloud web application
firewall, bot mitigation, DNS protection, ISP and on-premises DDoS appliances. Determine
effectiveness of protections from incremental add-on solutions an ISP or CDN can sell.

■ Evaluate DDoS protection services from current CSP or cloud providers as a possible failover
for key applications when on-premises DC is under attack.
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■ Initiate effective mitigation by correlating network traffic, application availability and server
performance, as outages may be due to human or system error rather than attacks.

■ Considered interoperability with other networks for example, Wi-Fi, as only new Wi-Fi
equipment supports foreign keys from 3GPP.

■ Ensure 5G devices are not being used as DDoS botnets.

■ Segment IoT devices with different incident responses.

■ Complement 5G infrastructure security with anomaly detection/monitoring distributed across
the network including edge and core slicing.

■ Document trade-offs between secrecy, capacity, delay, QoS, compute and energy efficiency by
use case.

■ Implement edge protection concepts used in application security for elasticity and focused on
app-layer protection, and commonly via a CDN, SaaS or cloud provider.

Security for 5G systems encompasses the following aspects:

■ Cross-layer security (required in ultradense 5G HetNets)

■ E2E security (for example, managing strength of different security algorithms, how to generate
and negotiate secret keys, and mechanisms for confidentiality protection)

■ Cross-domain security (for example, in R16, several CSPs could provide virtualized resources
for 5G-based services)

■ Security by design (for example, should 5G security and privacy cover service layer in addition
to access layer)

■ User traffic encryption is still not there, but user traffic integrity protection is there.

■ All 5G network infrastructure vendors implement the same 3GPP standards for 5G security;
concerns about specific vendors of 5G infrastructure has increased procurement scrutiny.

Business Impact: Increased controls could impact QoS, increase latency and lower data rate due
to traffic encryption overhead.

Guaranteed security levels may enable 5G use in more demanding use cases, using other
improvements, for example:

■ Home control feature enables network to verify device location when the device is in a visited
network, preventing spoofing attacks on device locations involving false signaling messages to
request device identifier and location, and then intercept ongoing communications.

■ 5G mitigation against bidding down attacks prevents a fake base station from making UEs
believe that the BTS (“IMSI catcher”) does not support a specific security feature and use a
previous mobile network technology.
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■ Flexible security policies and other chargeable features, such as slice-as-a-service, QoS SLAs
for latency (among others) in 5G allow premium pricing by CSPs.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Ericsson; Huawei; Intel; Nokia; VIAVI Solutions

Recommended Reading:

“Survey Analysis: Product Leaders Must Have a Robust 5G Plan to Meet Expectations of End
Users”

“Market Guide for Mobile Threat Defense”

“DDoS: A Comparison of Defense Approaches”

“Advance and Improve Your Mobile Security Strategy in 2018”

“Protecting Web Applications and APIs From Exploits and Abuse”

“Comparison of Mobile Threat Defense Solutions”

“A Guidance Framework for Establishing and Maturing an Application Security Program”

“How to Integrate Application Security Testing Into a Software Development Life Cycle”

Intercarrier Service Automation

Analysis By: Ramesh Marimuthu

Definition: Intercarrier service automation is a next-generation infrastructure automation capability
that fully automates the deployment of network services across multiple service providers. This
capability will allow service providers to build and offer advanced services, such as bandwidth on-
demand, across multiple partner networks.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The intercarrier service automation concept has been
in discussions at industry bodies such as TM Forum (TMF), Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) and other
organizations as part of their standardization efforts and/or API initiatives. Service providers and
suppliers have been developing this capability and have demonstrated its possibility in the recent
industry events and hence the positioning at Pre-peak 40%. However, the adoption of such features
has been very slow and it will take many years to witness significant commercial deployments in
this space. Several technology and business operational challenges need to be addressed before
CSPs could deploy intercarrier automation commercially at scale. The availability of vendor-agnostic
systems and standardized APIs will play critical roles in the success of inter-carrier service
automation.
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User Advice: Intercarrier service automation capability will provide a major boost for CSPs because
they will be able to build and operate network services across multiple partner networks in real time.
As a first step, CSPs should focus on automating their network service deployment within their
footprint by deploying orchestration and automation systems. This automation drive needs to
mature across the majority service providers for intercarrier service automation to be possible.

CSP suppliers should focus on developing automation and orchestration solutions capable of
supporting intercarrier service automation. They should also focus on integrating and/or
interoperating operating support systems (OSSs) and business support systems (BSSs) across
multiple service providers to fully support the intercarrier service automation technology and
business process requirements.

CSPs and suppliers should start developing and trialing solutions based on initiatives led by TMF
and MEF to further drive the capability toward becoming a reality. In addition, CSP suppliers should
support other open interfaces that are required for real-time, closed-loop monitoring and service
assurance across multiple service providers.

Business Impact: Intercarrier service automation will allow service providers to build and offer
advanced services such as bandwidth on-demand across multiple partner networks. Several
managed network and security services can also be offered using this capability. This will be a
major boost for CSP network service business. This capability will make life easy for enterprise
customers availing of such services because they won’t have to deal with multiple service providers
and can integrate various services on their own.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Amartus; Amdocs; AT&T; Ciena; Colt; ECI; Fujitsu; Huawei; Orange; Verizon

C-V2X

Analysis By: Jonathan Davenport

Definition: Cellular-vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) communications supports the wireless
transmission of data directly between users of road infrastructure via an LTE or 5G cellular
connection. This WLAN technology will allow vehicles to send and receive messages to devices in
the vehicle (V2D), other vehicles (V2V), external infrastructure (V2I), pedestrians (V2P), cyclists (V2C),
the network (V2N) and the power grid (V2G). C-V2X is based on 3GPP global cellular specifications,
which were optimized for automotive applications in 3GPP Release 14 in 2017.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: C-V2X is moving up toward the Peak of Inflated
Expectations. It is an emerging technology that is being extensively tested, but it is not yet widely
deployed. It is competing against dedicated short-range communications (DSRC), which is based
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on the IEEE 802.11p specification and is a commercially deployed technology with established
applications, including electronic road tolling.

Toyota announced in April 2019 a halt to plans to install DSRC technology to its cars in the U.S.
(making a U-turn on a previous decision). While Volkswagen is still publicly backing DSRC, its
hedging its bets by being a member of the 5G Automotive Association (5GAA). Ford said that it
planned to deploy C-V2X in U.S. vehicle models beginning in 2022. Early cellular-based V2I
solutions are also emerging. Audi has started using Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA)
data, which reports traffic signal status. Now, more than 4,700 intersections across the U.S. support
GLOSA functions, and Jaguar Land Rover is trialing GLOSA-based solutions in the U.K. The 5GAA
expects direct V2V communications solutions to be commercially available later in 2019.

The European Commission (EC) selected DSRC-based technology for its advanced deployment of
Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) on Europe’s roads. However, the transport
committee of the European Parliament has rejected the EC plan to use 802.11p. Instead, the
committee voted to back calls from the mobile industry to support cellular and 5G technology for
better communication between vehicles in real time.

This leaves the industry split, with a lot of uncertainty in place. Both C-V2X and DSRC technologies
are designed to operate on the 5.9GHz ITS spectrum, and both are capable of working
independently of the cellular network. However, the 802.11p specification was completed in 2012
utilizing radio technology that was originally developed as a Wi-Fi technology to replace Ethernet
cabling.

To deliver the extremely low latency that 5G promises, new network architectures are needed to put
the processing power closer to the edge of the network. This requires investment from the mobile
network operators (MNOs). Edge architecture is part of the standard 5G architecture requirements,
integrating with network function virtualization and massive multiple input/multiple output for small
cells.

User Advice:

■ MNOs: Lobby governments and automakers to push for a V2X standard. C-V2X will help pay
back investment in 5G and may help get government funding for rural rollout of 5G technology.

■ Automakers: Create strategic options to handle C-V2X. While implementing DSRC is an option
now, for the longer term, the superior performance of C-V2X technology will likely see this
solution win. For those wanting to implement a V2X solution in the short term, DSRC is an
option, but decisions to proceed with the technology should be weighed against longer term
regionalized regulation and technology developments.

■ Governments: Seek advice about investment costs for roadside units and highway
infrastructure for both DSRC and cellular solutions. Use this research to help guide policy
decision making. Also consider the speed with which C-V2X technology can be rolled out
across your country, with the associated number of lives saved as a result, coupled with the
need to support continued investment in mobile network infrastructure.
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■ Personal technology companies: Work with automakers to understand C-V2X use cases for
personal devices in the vehicle and devices used by pedestrians and cyclists.

Business Impact: The main advantage of 5G for the automotive industry is the low latency it
provides. Low latency will be particularly important for V2X connectivity, which will be processed at
the edge. Safety messages (for example, road hazard warnings) can be sent using low-latency
transmission direct communications. This latency can be pushed to almost 4 ms and may be even
lower, depending on the implementation. C-V2X’s ability to enable safer driving performance would
have tremendous business and public safety impact if implemented on a large scale and in an
interoperable way.

This V2I functionality could be used for innovative traffic management systems and help improve
traffic flow. By keeping vehicles moving and minimizing the time spent idling at junctions and traffic
signals, passenger journey times should improve, as should fuel consumption, which leads to
potential environmental benefits.

While C-V2X is not essential for autonomous driving, significant benefits will be delivered to
autonomous vehicles if they are capable of communicating with the infrastructure around them.
Active sensors in autonomous vehicles, such as camera, radar and lidar, can be supplemented with
additional insights from C-V2X, especially non-line-of-sight data points, effectively allowing vision
beyond the sensor range and enabling vehicles to see around obstructions.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Bosch Group; Continental; Ericsson; Hewlett Packard Enterprise; KDDI; Nokia;
NXP Semiconductors; Qualcomm; Saguna; Siemens

Recommended Reading:

“5G Will Overtake Alternatives to Provide V2X Connectivity”

“The Top 10 Wireless Technologies and Trends That Will Drive Innovation”

“Market Insight: How Mobile Operators Should Accelerate 5G Impact on Autonomous Vehicle
Design”

“Market Trends: Make Compelling 5G Technology Selections and Be First to Attain 5G Success”

Remote Expert Guidance Solutions

Analysis By: Chris Silva

Definition: Remote expert guidance solutions provide two-way communication between a centrally
located expert and workers in the field through mobile and wearable devices. Using a device
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camera, centralized personnel receive a live view of the field employee’s environment and task
being performed, allowing the expert to provide audio guidance and visual cues through annotation
capabilities that display as an overlay on the remote worker’s field of view. Some tools can capture
content for reuse and knowledge sharing or create workflows to guide employees.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Gartner continues to see enterprise wearable
adoption limited to a handful of proven use cases, including remote expert guidance vertical-
specific use cases. A steady increase in devices capable of feeding high-resolution images from the
field in a wearable form factor, along with the maturation of the device hardware market, continues
to make the endpoint devices that allow for hands-free guidance critical in many field use cases
accessible to more types of organizations. Gartner estimates the growing maturity of wearables as
progressing forward modestly as more enterprise-ready devices reach the market at lower cost and
use cases for working in an augmented or immersive environment mature.

User Advice: At present, use of these tools in enterprise is limited to supporting highly technical
field service, manufacturing and inspection tasks driven by the high cost of maintaining expertise in
the field and high cost of failures due to human error. In 2017, Gartner cited the cost and availability
of upgrading hardware in the field to support this use case. With hardware more readily available,
penetration remains low due to the relative lack of familiarity with remote expert guidance use
cases. Adoption should remain relegated to drive one of two outcomes: increased utilization of
scarce human resources and the extension of those resources’ reach through the use of remote
expert guidance for less technical field teams, or the reduction in time and cost to resolution.

Business Impact: Gartner lists the current benefit rating as moderate due to its potential to
radically improve field service metrics, while acknowledging the relative obscurity of this technology
today. The technology can drive cost avoidance through centralizing staff with skills in short supply
and provide access to a large, less-skilled field force to whom the central staff can provide guidance
using these tools. In cost-avoidance scenarios, Gartner has witnessed examples in highly technical,
custom manufacturing where the use of expert guidance tools dramatically reduces the rate of
errors that can halt production. Gartner expects availability of wearable tech to increase and its cost
to decrease over the next two to five years. That trend, paired with broader use of immersive UX by
users in common platforms like Windows 10, will drive the expansion of expert guidance to less-
specialized tasks, such as end-user IT support. These may also include worker training and quality
control, and expert guidance may become integral to field inspection tasks as well. Mass adoption
and lower costs of software will result from consumerization of the technology in customer-facing
use cases.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Fieldbit; Fujitsu; Google; OverIT; PTC; Scope AR; Ubimax

Recommended Reading:

“Hype Cycle for Wearable Devices, 2018”
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“Enterprise Wearable Technology Must Be Adopted Using a Risk-Based Approach”

CSP Multicloud Edge Providers

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre; Ted Chamberlin

Definition: A new CSP multicloud edge providers model is emerging as an offer to CSPs (beyond
siloed edge deployments in CSPs), wanting to connect to a provider, on their footprint but letting
the edge provider handle the infrastructure and operations. It provides the application, such as
caching, CDN, application acceleration, or games and industrial applications (for IoT) optimized for
latency. Individual CSP deployments are then federated and aggregated, thereby creating an edge
cloud framework.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: This model also allows companies to connect to, and
consume edge cloud as a service for enterprise networks. Initial adoption indicates that early CSP
multicloud edge providers are operational but defining clear business models and showing their
viability is the next step.

Early initiatives include:

■ Ericsson Edge Gravity, started in 2016, focuses on wireline operators; provides a cloud native
solution on both the application and the infrastructure side; with 85 CSPs signed up, they
initially focus on a few use cases to validate their business approach, which provides a
preintegrated full stack solution, such as CDN (having signed a deal with Limelight), caching,
SD-WAN and gaming, with an intent to support more moving forward. The goal for Edge Gravity
is to mature current CDN edge nodes to intelligent PoPs.

■ Deutsche Telekom’s MobiledgeX provides an abstraction layer across multiple CSPs, exposing
as run time to application developers to support gaming and industrial applications, such as:
Holo-Light (German, AR/VR for industrial applications); 1000 realities (Polish, AR/VR
applications); Edgemesh (enhance visitors’ browser); Niantic (U.S. SW, started with Google);
VRee: AR/VR suits (NL-based)

■ Macrometa provides a distributed database platform that can leverage CDN and data center
providers to provide distributed edge capability, underpinned by a distributed database and
ledger functionality. This enables workloads to run locally at the edge with low latency.

While nascent, these approaches seem to provide a faster avenue for enterprises, and service
providers, to connect and deploy edge cloud topologies at scale, beyond what traditional local
solutions can deliver. However, profitability and revenue need to be demonstrated for many of these
offerings, which will require wider adoption.

User Advice: Enterprises, service providers and CSPs should consider cloud edge providers to
support use cases that require one or several of the following:

■ Fast deployment and cycle times
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■ Wider area of operation (for example, an edge supporting vehicle to infrastructure over a road
network)

■ Access to preoptimized edge and application offering (such as low latency gaming)

Business Impact:

■ The CSP multicloud edge provider can be beneficial for enterprises wanting to quickly connect
and leverage industrially relevant applications, typically latency dependent and of an immersive
nature,

■ CSPs can quickly access an edge environment and focus on a specific set of use cases while
leaving operational concerns to a third-party provider,

■ In a market where multiple edge approaches will coexist, (such as ETSI MEC, OpenFog, ONAP,
among others) this new breed of providers can enable edge cloud operation at a wider scale,
sooner than that if extensive interoperability testing and integration was to occur. Sklipping
testing could accelerate adoption, but may not be optimal.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Ericsson (Edge Gravity); Macrometa; MobiledgeX

At the Peak

5G Services

Analysis By: Bill Menezes

Definition: 5G service comprises local or wide-area cellular data connectivity based on the next
generation of mobile and fixed wireless communications networking to follow 4G LTE. Providers will
base services, such as new or enhanced end-user or IoT applications, on key 5G performance
requirements of multigigabit mobile data throughput, low-latency data transmission and support for
massive deployment of machine-to-machine communications.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: As of 2Q19, several service providers had launched
limited commercial 5G service, using either the 5G New Radio (NR) intermediate standard or
proprietary technology. This will keep 5G services moving rapidly through the Emerging state.
However, coverage will grow slowly and service providers have identified few 5G-specific use cases
beyond fixed wireless broadband access, enhanced mobile video and support for massive IoT
density. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and other standards bodies are expected
to ratify full 5G technical standards by 2020. Gartner expects that by 2025, less than 45% of
communication service providers (CSPs) globally will have launched 5G.
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Early 5G launches, such U.S. service by AT&T and Verizon, focus on fixed-wireless uses, such as
broadband internet access; SK Telecom’s initial launch supported a 5G smartphone for mobile
service. Other CSPs, such as NTT DOCOMO, Singtel, Korea Telecom and Telstra, have tested
similar services.

User Advice: Incorporate realistic networking assumptions for business plans by working with
business leaders and network service providers to identify the availability of 5G at specific locations.
We do not expect 5G using millimeter wave spectrum to become readily available outside of dense
urban areas. Further, identify locations where available millimeter wave signals may encounter signal
propagation challenges from obstacles such as building walls, window glass and heavy foliage.

Identify applications where currently available service provider technologies (such as LTE-A) will
support usage scenarios requiring up to 1 Gbps data speeds and latency up to 30 milliseconds.

Service providers indicate their “5G service” actually will be based on an ecosystem of licensed,
unlicensed and shared spectrum bands. Technologies will include not only proprietary prestandard
specifications (such as Verizon’s V5GTF), but also standards-based 5G New Radio, legacy 2G, 3G,
4G LTE, LTE Advanced (LTE-A), and Wi-Fi, providing mobile and fixed access services to a common
core WAN service.

To identify the likelihood of potentially costly enterprise hardware upgrades, require service
providers to detail their migration path from early commercial 5G services to supporting standards-
based 5G services. Specify whether a hardware, firmware or software upgrade will be needed for
standards compliance. In addition, the proprietary technology used for some prestandard advanced
network services marketed as 5G also may limit the user’s intercarrier interoperability. Thus, clients
with prestandards-based deployment plans must do very careful planning and vetting of suppliers.

Business Impact: Gartner expects 5G services to be a key enabler of fixed and mobile enterprise
IoT strategies (such as autonomous vehicles) that will require very low latency connections for large
numbers of endpoints. 5G services will move beyond mobile broadband to address various new
technical requirements and market drivers/expectations that take advantage of capabilities the 5G
standards will define. For example, the 5G standards eventually will include Narrowband IoT and
LTE Cat-M capabilities for ultra-low-powered devices. New service providers also may emerge to
utilize 5G features such as network slicing or “network as a service” for edge computing. However,
specific performance and cost impacts will remain unclear until CSPs refine their plan structures
and prices beyond the initial commercial launches.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: AT&T; BT; NTT DOCOMO; Singtel; SK Telecom; Verizon

Recommended Reading:
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“Innovation Insight for 5G Networking: Cutting Through The Hype”

“Exploit LPWA Networks Now — 5G Won’t Change Them”

“Four Key Ways Enterprises Should Plan for 5G”

Low Earth Orbit Satellite Systems

Analysis By: Bill Menezes

Definition: Low earth orbit (LEO) communications satellites can provide global broadband or
narrowband voice and data network services, including to regions with little or no existing terrestrial
or satcom coverage. LEO systems operate at lower altitudes (1,200 miles or less) than predominant
geostationary (GEO) systems (approx. 22,000 miles). Planned LEO broadband systems of up to
thousands of satellites will provide connectivity at significantly lower latency and, depending on
system technology, higher data speeds than GEO and current LEO systems.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Demand for LEO services is well-defined, but Gartner
rates newer and planned systems as embryonic given the lengthy time frames to plan and deploy
such systems, plus availability of sufficient radio frequencies and inexpensive directional antennas.
Only about 51.2% of households globally had internet access at YE18, according to the
International Telecommunication Union. Lack of broadband access hinders economic growth,
thereby limiting enterprise business potential in underserved regions. Over the next decade, one or
more next-generation LEO systems will likely extend broadband to at least 60% of the world’s
population. However, as of 1Q19, most new systems proposed to address this need remained in the
planning stages. One of the planned systems closest to commercial deployment — OneWeb’s
planned 600-satellite, low-earth orbit constellation — launched its first six satellites in February
2019, with a 2021 target for global commercial service. Further, not all currently tested or proposed
systems likely will come to fruition.

User Advice: Enterprises with current or planned business interests in remote or underserved
global regions should closely follow LEO system development to align narrowband and broadband
connectivity requirements with technology capabilities and service availability. Planned systems
include:

■ OneWeb, which reduced its planned global constellation to 600 inexpensive satellites from the
original 900. The system targets downlink speeds of multiple Gbps at round-trip latency of 10
ms to 30 ms. Terminals for fixed and mobile applications would provide a broadband satellite
connection plus 2G, 3G and 4G LTE device connections.

■ SpaceX venture Starlink has outlined a plan to operate a 4,425-satcom LEO constellation to
provide global broadband internet access. SpaceX launched the first two test satellites for its
planned Starlink system in February 2018, but does not expect full commercial broadband
coverage until 2024. The full constellation will require more than 100 successful launches.

■ Telesat, which already operates a number of GEO satellites, plans a constellation of 117 or more
LEO satcoms to provide global broadband connectivity. The Canadian company launched a test
satellite in January 2018, targeting commercial service in 2022.
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■ Amazon’s “Project Kuiper” is seeking regulatory permission for a LEO constellation of 3,236
satellites to provide broadband internet access to underserved areas. As of 2Q19, there was no
announced service date.

Proposed broadband LEO systems have received the most attention, but planned or existing LEO
services include those supporting narrowband data for IoT and digital imaging, or satellite phone
and messaging services.

Business Impact: Satellites can cover all remote or underserved geographies, providing the
broadband connectivity critical to operating in those areas. In addition, planned LEO satellite
constellations can provide low-latency backhaul for terrestrial technologies such as remote cellular
towers and Wi-Fi hotspots, possibly spurring new development of those networks in areas where
high costs have prevented wired WAN backhaul connections. Traditional service provider business
models may be disrupted if providers such as Amazon launch systems relying on advertising-
supported services, instead of subscription-supported legacy models, to address the large number
of targeted users who may be unable to pay for services.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Amazon; Iridium; OneWeb; ORBCOMM; SpaceX; Telesat

Recommended Reading:

“Satellite Communications Strengthen Resilience Planning”

“Market Trends: New Satellite Constellations Will Provide Revolutionary Opportunities for
Connecting the IoT”

Software-Defined Networking

Analysis By: Ramesh Marimuthu; Amresh Nandan

Definition: Software-defined networking (SDN) is an architectural approach to designing, building
and operating networks that enable programmability of network elements. As a result, CSPs can
achieve business agility and growth through new products and services with faster time to market
coupled with cost-efficient and automated operations. SDN decouples the control plane from the
forwarding plane. This separation enables the programmability of the network control function
independent of the underlying infrastructure.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: SDN is one of the most discussed technologies in the
communications service provider (CSP) network landscape at present and represents a potential
transformation in how CSPs will design, build, operate and procure network hardware and software.
Leading CSPs have been deploying SDN in recent years. White box switches are often used in the
SDN deployments. White box switches can be programmed to use various protocols such as,
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OpenFlow or other variations of southbound API to create routing connections. Major CSPs are
implementing SDN in various parts of their infrastructure depending on their use cases focusing on
automation of operations. However, many CSPs are still monitoring the development in this space
and it is expected to take many years before large-scale SDN deployments are realized. A number
of established vendors and a few emerging vendors continue to develop SDN technologies. There
are also a few open-source communities developing SDN software. Lack of common standards,
multivendor interoperability issues, inadequate service control features, over-centralization of
control functions and the resulting inefficiencies with the control traffic, and concerns about
compliance and security of centralized SDN controllers are the major barriers to large-scale
adoption of SDN by CSPs. Despite these barriers, CSPs are going forward with SDN deployments
because SDN benefits outweigh the potential issues.

User Advice: CSP technology business unit leaders shouldn’t get caught up in the hype
surrounding SDN. But, at the same time, they should not ignore this disruptive technology that can
transform the networking landscape altogether. CSPs should focus on solving specific problems
using the SDN technology. The most important action CSPs should take at present is to develop
cross-functional collaboration and investigate use cases to leverage SDN innovations when and
where it brings value. In the short term, CSPs should gain experience with new technologies and
approaches to network design and operations by deploying it in non-mission-critical areas to. It is
important for CSPs to allocate time and resources to evaluate SDN and other related technologies
such as open automation frameworks, switch disaggregation and open NOSs and applicable
vendors. These new approaches can have a fundamental impact on vendor relationships and
business models in networking and related markets. As CSPs build their next-generation data
centers to support the virtualization of network functions, they should evaluate SDN technology for
applicability in the new data centers. CSPs should also evaluate SDN technology in the process of
building their next-generation edge network. CSPs have the opportunities to deploy SDN in the
deployment of 5G network, IoT-specific networks and advanced 4G networks. CSPs can also
deploy SDN technology in their next-generation fiber optic transport network using transport SDN
solutions. A new fiber optic transport network is required to support backhaul/front-haul needs for
the deployment of advanced LTE, 5G, Edge, IoT and drone traffic control systems. CSPs have
already deployed SD-WAN products and services that use some of the SDN technology concepts.

Business Impact: SDN technology allows CSPs to offer new revenue-generating services such as
bandwidth on-demand, network slicing and dynamic service chaining of virtual network and security
services, among others. SDN deployment may also support next-generation LTE, 5G, IoT, Edge and
drone traffic control systems. SDN technology when fully deployed, can be a component of a
complete network automation plan to support deployments, configuration, monitoring and
management. SDN can increase network agility, simplify management and lead to a reduction in
operational and capital costs, while fostering long-term innovation. Adoption of SDN has the
potential to eliminate the “human middleware” problem that has plagued network operations for two
decades. By bringing network operations into more streamlined and automated operational
processes that are common in virtual environments, user organizations can bring application
deployments in line with the increasing speed of business. As SDN matures, a significant boost in
network innovation may occur as network features and applications become decoupled from the
underlying network hardware. New markets will emerge, especially for provisioning, control and
management applications that have the potential to completely change physical network
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deployment and operational models for CSP networks. New competitive environments will also
evolve and will change the networking landscape and financial models of CSPs’ networks

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Big Switch Networks; Cisco; CloudSmartz; Cumulus Networks; Juniper
Networks; Lumina Networks; NEC; Nokia; NoviFlow; VMware

Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for Network Services, Global”

“Critical Capabilities for Network Services, Global”

“2019 Strategic Roadmap for Networking”

“How to Make a Path to SDN Success”

“Software-Defined Networking: A Taxonomy”

Private LTE

Analysis By: Ramesh Marimuthu; Toni Nygren

Definition: Private LTE is defined as a private mobile network based on Long Term Evolution (LTE)
technology infrastructure to interconnect people/things in an enterprise business. CSPs have the
potential to offer private LTE network service to various vertical industries such as mining, oil, utility
and railroad companies; IoT service providers, university campuses, stadiums/arenas (among
others), to support their growing business. Private LTE offering can include voice, video, messaging,
broadband data and Internet of Things (IoT)/machine-to-machine (M2M) features.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: There is an increasing interest in deploying private
LTE networks by enterprise business customers. Private LTE networks are designed and deployed
with a focus on high capacity, high speed and high security capabilities to increase operational
efficiencies of business customers. Enterprise customers are using private LTE networks to either
complement or replace their traditional radio technologies such as PMR, VHF/UHF and others.
Private LTE is also being deployed to replace traditional wireline technologies such as Ethernet and
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) for remote office connectivity. Unlike the traditional private
radio networks, private LTE can also support growing M2M/IoT communications. CSPs are
increasingly focused on investing in private LTE networks. CSP suppliers are also focused in
developing private LTE solutions to offer directly to enterprise customers or offer through CSPs.
With the introduction of LTE-U and Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) — shared public
spectrum, private LTE will be one of the main revenue streams for CSPs in the future.
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User Advice: Private LTE is one of the opportunities for CSPs to grow their revenue. CSPs should
prepare a strategic plan to invest in private LTE infrastructure and grow revenue over the next
several years. A major advantage for CSPs is that private LTE networks can be deployed using their
existing LTE infrastructure with very minimal additional investments. Private LTE service should have
the following features: On-demand high-speed LTE access, on-demand high capacity LTE access,
high-security features such as data encryption, eliminating internet-based traffic when needed,
multifactor authentication (MFA), and secure/encrypted devices. Private LTE offering should also
have features like mobile worker management, push-to-talk, push-to-video, and other business
applications targeting various vertical enterprise customers. Private LTE offering should also have
dedicated networks such as LTE-M (among others), to support IoT/M2M business requirements.
CSPs should also include VoLTE, voice over Wi-Fi (VoWi-Fi), video, messaging, Rich
Communication Services (RCS), fixed-mobile convergence and so on, in their private LTE offering.
CSPs are in a unique position to deploy NFV/cloud-based private LTE infrastructure in order to
reduce capex/opex requirements in addition to providing agile and scalable network with features
such as self-healing, closed loop automation, among others. With the introduction of LTE-U and
Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) — shared public spectrum, private LTE market will be
competitive with CSPs and CSP suppliers competing directly for this business. CSPs do have the
upper hand in this market with the ownership of spectrum resources and they should use those
assets to offer a differentiated private LTE service. CSPs can also differentiate their offering by
bundling other value-added services that CSP suppliers cannot offer.

Business Impact: Need for private connectivity is a major trend in the communications industry
today. Industry verticals such as mining, oil, railroad, health, logistics, land development, banking,
and several other verticals are all demanding private connectivity on demand to support their
growing business. Such connectivity is not just human-to-human, it also includes human-to-things,
things-to-things and so forth. From an IoT/M2M perspective, communication industry is getting
ready for a major growth with billions of devices requiring connectivity. Private LTE networks can
significantly increase productivity and reduce costs across all these industries. Private LTE networks
have the potential to grow CSP business revenue over the next few years. CSPs should invest in
private LTE networks and develop customized offerings for various vertical industries. CSP suppliers
are also offering private LTE solutions directly to enterprise customers. With the introduction of LTE-
U and Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) — shared public spectrum, private LTE market will
be competitive with CSPs and CSP suppliers competing directly for this business. CSPs does have
the upper hand in this market with the ownership of spectrum resources and they should use those
assets to offer a differentiated private LTE service. CSPs can also differentiate their offering by
bundling other value-added services that CSP suppliers cannot offer.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Athonet; Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei; Mavenir; NetNumber; NEC; Nokia; Ruckus
Networks; SpiderCloud Wireless

Recommended Reading:
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“Industry Focus Can Expand Private LTE Footprint”

“Market Insight: Public Safety, First Responder and Mission-Critical Networks Migrate Toward LTE”

“IT Market Clock for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure, 2018”

“Best Practices in Cloud Transformation of CSP Network Infrastructure”

“Establishing an Agile Cloud Center of Excellence at CSPs”

“Establish an Agile Product Center of Excellence to Transform the Product Portfolio”

“Technology Product Managers Can Accelerate Time to Market by Embracing Agile and DevOps”

“IT Market Clock for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure, 2018”

“Best Practices in Implementing Open-Source Software in CSP Network Infrastructure”

“Best Practices in Cloud Transformation of CSP Network Infrastructure”

Universal CPE

Analysis By: Mike Toussaint

Definition: Universal customer premises equipment (uCPE) located at the network edge uses
standard processors (such as x86) for hosting virtualized instances of network appliances at branch
sites. These virtual network functions (VNFs) are inclusive of traditional routers, SD-WAN routers,
firewalls, WAN optimization, among others. uCPE is vendor-agnostic and can host multiple VNFs on
a single host.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: uCPE (also referred to as vCPE in various contexts)
has grown out of the requirement to support multiple network functions at the WAN edge, while
increasing flexibility and agility of deploying these functions. uCPE addresses this requirement by
enabling multiple dedicated network functions, from multiple vendors, to run concurrently on a
single server platform. Thus, it enables increased deployment agility, additional service chaining
capabilities, automation of device provisioning and orchestration, and reduced power requirements
at branch sites. We commonly observe clients deploying at least two of the following NFVs at
branch locations: SD-WAN, routing, WAN optimization and firewalls. Enterprises adopting uCPE are
realizing the benefits of increased deployment agility and flexibility, and reduction in the number of
required devices at the network edge. Concurrently, large carriers such as AT&T and Verizon are
leading with uCPE, thereby driving customer interest and facilitating increased adoption of the
technology.

Obstacles to adoption are moderate to high. As carriers have favored NFV form factors, especially
in response to SD-WAN, adopters have found performance issues have arisen with one or more
NFVs running on a single uCPE platform. Network interface cards are vendor-specific, so adding
network interface modules to the uCPE from different vendors is not supported. Adopters must use
increased caution when updating each VNF to ensure compatibility with the host and other VNFs.
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Adopters must calculate current and future required throughput, CPU and memory to support VNFs
through the entirety of the anticipated technology life cycle.

uCPE adoption will continue to increase slowly over the next five years as more carriers offer the
functionality, DIY edge deployments begin utilizing the technology, and network and security OEMs
continue to offer their traditional products as VNFs.

User Advice: Deploy uCPE as an alternative to traditional, mission-specific appliances when
refreshing network edge devices.

When refreshing WAN edge equipment from a managed network service provider, prefer uCPE to
custom-built appliances, but recognize that, as of mid-2019, the technology is very immature and
consequently may present price/performance obstacles that offset the agility advantages.

uCPE provides the ability of adding network functions on demand, or changing vendors of various
network functions on the fly.

For managed network services, determine how uCPE integrates with the provider’s network-based
NFV roadmap. Differentiate providers based on the depth/breadth of dynamic changes that can be
made without having to contact the provider, as well as on the breadth of their library of virtual
functions. If possible, this should include the ability to run the enterprise’s choice of workloads on
the platform.

When moving to uCPE, change the refresh cycle expectations for your WAN edge equipment to
match server life cycles (namely, three to five years, versus five to eight years for dedicated
appliances).

Perform a functional POC that includes performance testing to determine if the solution is
appropriate.

Business Impact: Once technology maturity issues are overcome, uCPE will increase enterprise
and service provider agility by introducing automated orchestration and provisioning capabilities of
network functions, reducing vendor lock-in, and will increase the versatility of edge functions at
branch sites.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: AT&T; Cisco; Dell EMC; Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE); Interoute; Juniper
Networks; Verizon; Versa Networks

Recommended Reading:

“Pump the Brakes on Network Function Virtualization Services”

“4 Keys to Building WANs in the Digital Era”
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“How to Calculate the NPV of Network Function Virtualization and SD-WAN”

vRAN

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: Virtualized radio access network (vRAN) is a next-generation architecture that
centralizes and aggregates baseband processing functions to the server cloud, for a large number
of radio access nodes. Typically, these are the control elements, such as the base station controller,
radio network controller and baseband services with virtualized and centralized baseband units.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Base station vendors, including Huawei, Nokia,
Ericsson and others, have all announced vRAN solutions. The growth driver will be leveraging the
communications service provider’s (CSP’s) central offices for newer nanodata centers. This is where
vRAN, wireless edge computing and virtualized core functions, such as localized virtual Evolved
Packet Core (vEPC), virtualized IoT gateways and other network functions, will provide for newer
services that can leverage lower latency and geographic presence.

One early example is Rakuten’s vRAN, which could be the real first commercial massive deployment
in the world.

The software-based nature of vRAN is treated as a cost-effective approach to replace the
traditional, distributed RAN architecture to enable new serviceability and simplified deployment
approach. In the vRAN approach, the architecture has evolved from analog to digital signal
processing, and leverages the use of white-box hardware servers that can work flexibly with
software-defined radio network functions.

The data center hosting the centralized baseband processing can also be a potential environment
for mobile edge computing.

Centralized RAN (where the baseband units for each base station are moved to a shared,
centralized pool) has been deployed by several leading CSPs (including SK Telecom, kt and NTT
DOCOMO). Although, they are yet to launch vRAN: the next step from centralized RAN, where some
of the network functions get virtualized in the cloud. The technology is only getting started in the
market, given the management, orchestration and service assurance aspects of network function
virtualization (NFV)-based solutions and the lack of consensus on how to achieve this. For example,
European Telecommunications Standards Institute’s (ETSI’s) management and orchestration
(MANO) framework is still a work in progress.

Some key barriers to vRAN adoption include:

■ The cost and availability of fiber

■ Interoperability issues between different radio equipment vendors

■ Performance concerns related to white box

■ Cloud-based (software) processing is inherently less efficient than using dedicated hardware.
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User Advice: CSPs can cut costs in two ways:

1. The reduced footprint of offloading functions to the cloud can reduce site costs.

2. Resources can be used more efficiently.

Generally, parts of the architecture of the base transceiver station can be pooled and shared
between several sites using baseband processing, for example, in the cloud. Use of self-organizing
networks also allows for unified network management with a mix of cell sizes, from macrocells to
small cells — as is typical of a heterogeneous network. However, it needs low-latency backhaul
connections, which can be an extra cost.

■ Consider this architecture for areas where new site acquisition is an issue due to the cost or
local regulations, or where current sites no longer allow larger RAN equipment to be installed.

■ Additionally, consider the availability of the CSP’s legacy central office (CO) space, which may
be vacant.

Business Impact: For CSPs, vRAN provides a distributed architecture where components can be
placed in different locations, and capacity can be dynamically allocated where it is most needed.
Significant cost savings are advanced by vendors in this space. Some are claiming that, in the
context of Long Term Evolution and small cells — when compared to a legacy single-RAN
architecture — vRAN could reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) by more than 50% (if fronthaul
costs are excluded). The very small form factor with system-on-chip components means that the
on-site antenna equipment can be so small that it is no longer visible.

Future applications, such as Content Delivery Network (CDN) services at the mobile edge, are
emerging within cloud-based offerings, as well as localized caching and location-based service
applications — aggregating signaling from such platforms. As network functions become virtualized
under NFV, watch for further radio applications within cloud-based systems, including controllers
providing seamless roaming and mobile video optimization functions. This may form the
architecture of choice for future 5G standards.

Finally, the necessity for faster connectivity to base stations is a significant barrier to vRAN
adoption, due to fronthaul deployment costs associated with either fiber connection or new low-
latency microwave links, which could be used in some situations (for more details, see “Emerging
Technology Analysis: Transport Network for 5G — The Next-Generation Fronthaul Technology”).

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Early mainstream

Sample Vendors: Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei; Mavenir; Nokia; ZTE

Recommended Reading:

“Emerging Technology Analysis: Transport Network for 5G — The Next-Generation Fronthaul
Technology”
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“Market Guide for CSP Edge Computing Solutions”

“Five Best Practices of C-RAN Introduction for Network-Based CSPs”

“Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

5G

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: 5G is the next-generation cellular standard after 4G (Long Term Evolution [LTE], LTE
Advanced [LTE-A] and LTE-A Pro) defined in several standards — International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI). The official ITU specification, IMT-2020 targets maximum downlink and
uplink throughputs of 20 Gbps and 10 Gbps respectively, latency below 5 milliseconds and massive
scalability. New system architecture includes core slicing as well as wireless edge.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: 5G core and edge topology also need to be added to
realize the full benefits of 5G, but this may occur later toward 2022 to 2025.

Thirty-nine operators have announced 5G rollouts (Source Global mobile Suppliers Association
[GSA], April 2019), just under 5% of mobile networks (excluding mobile virtual network operators
[MVNOs] and subbrands). 15 have launched fixed wireless access (FWA).

3GPP Release 16 is scheduled to be frozen in March 2020.

The larger early communications service providers’ (CSPs’) 5G deployments so far include:

■ In the U.S. by:

■ AT&T

■ Verizon

■ In South Korea by:

■ kt

■ LG U+ (estimated >5,000 base stations)

■ SK Telecom

■ In Australia by:

■ Telstra

Through 2022, organizations will mainly utilize 5G to support Internet of Things (IoT)
communications, high-definition video.
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Use of higher frequencies and massive capacity, will require very dense deployments with higher
frequency reuse. Here we see regional differences, whereby mmWave will be leveraged in the U.S.
but not elsewhere.

Gartner expects many 5G deployments to initially focus on islands of deployment, without
continuous national coverage, typically reaching less than full parity with existing 4G geographical
coverage by 2022 in developed nations.

Less than 45% of CSPs globally will have launched a commercial 5G network by 2025. Uncertainty
about the nature of the use cases and business models that may drive 5G is currently a source of
uncertainty for many CSPs, enterprises, and technology and service providers (TSPs).

User Advice: TSP product managers should:

■ Focus mobile infrastructure planning on LTE, LTE-A, LTE-A Pro, small cells and heterogeneous
networks (HetNets), as part of a planned transition toward 5G.

■ Ensure backward compatibility to preceding generation (LTE) devices and networks. This is
necessary because initial 5G coverage may be limited, so new 5G devices need to be able to
seamlessly transition to 4G infrastructure as a fallback. 3GPP is evaluating only 4G/5G
interoperability; IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) will be required to handle additional
intergeneration interwork for 5G.

■ Focus on related architecture initiatives — such as software-defined network (SDN), network
function virtualization (NFV), CSP edge computing and distributed cloud architectures, as well
as end-to-end security in preparation for 5G. 4G mostly follows a traditional cellular network
architecture, but 5G will prove more complicated and a heterogeneous network (HetNet) will be
commonly adopted, with a denser grid in hot spots, so topology changes must be planned.
Operations need further automation and orchestration at scale as well, so self-organizing
network (SON) frameworks need to be in place.

■ Provide solutions where new frequency allocations (preferably) should be used for the latest
technology — 5G — to benefit from lower cost per byte, higher bandwidth and more capacity.

■ Help CSPs in their new focus into vertical solutions (B2B) for 5G.

■ Have a clear understanding of specific verticals and their use cases for more effective
consultative selling of their 5G solutions.

■ Build their ecosystem of partners to target verticals more effectively with 5G.

Enterprise business leaders should:

■ Identify use cases that definitely require the high-end performance of 5G; these may be few or
even nonexistent for many verticals.

■ Evaluate the multiple alternatives currently available that may prove adequate and more cost-
effective than 5G for many use cases (for example, low-power wide-area [LPWA] such as
NarrowBand Internet of Things [NB-IoT], long-range [LoRa], Wireless Smart Ubiquitous
Networks [Wi-SUN]).
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Business Impact: Gartner Enterprise 5G surveys indicate that vertical use cases with 5G would be
first motivated by operational cost savings. In addition, the vertical users for 5G appear to value
lower latency from ultrareliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) and expect 5G to
outperform rivals in this area.

With Massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), scenarios of very dense deployments can
occur, supported by the 5G target of 1 million connected sensors per square kilometer.

5G enables, principally, three technology deployment and business scenarios, which each support
distinct new services, and possibly new business models (such as latency-as-a-service):

■ Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) supports high-definition video.

■ Massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC) supports large sensor and IoT deployments.

■ Ultrareliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) covers high availability and very low
latency use cases, such as remote vehicle/drone operations.

URLLC and mMTC will be implemented after eMBB. Only eMBB addresses the traditional mobile
handset requirement of ever higher throughput. URLLC addresses many existing industrial, medical,
drone and transportation requirements — where reliability and latency requirements surpass
bandwidth needs. Finally, mMTC addresses the scale requirements of IoT.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei Technologies; NEC; Nokia; Samsung; ZTE

Recommended Reading:

“Market Guide for CSP Edge Computing Solutions”

“3 Requirements to Successfully Offer Commercial 5G Services”

“IT Market Clock for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure, 2018”

“Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

Edge Computing for CSPs

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: CSP edge computing is a distributed computing topology where information processing
is placed closer to the things or people that produce and/or consume that information, within a CSP
access network — a unique differentiator with respect to webscale providers. The rationale for CSP
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edge computing is that the telco cloud cannot enable the very low latency or real-time insights that
some IoT projects (for example, C-V2X) or telecom applications (such as vEPC or Cloud RAN) need.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: In a telecom CSP context, edge computing focuses
on a distributed architecture providing compute and storage capabilities within network elements —
for example, radio access network (RAN) base stations — or at the network edge.

The goals are to reduce latency, reduce unnecessary traffic, and establish a hub for interconnection
between interested peers and for data thinning of complex media types or computational loads.

For microservices developers and content providers, the RAN edge offers a service environment
with ultralow latency and high bandwidth, and also offers direct access to real-time radio network
information (such as subscriber location and cell load).

Edge computing for CSPs focuses on the specific scenario of the mobile communications service
provider (CSP) and may be delivered by multiple architectural approaches, such as those promoted
by the initiatives below. (The first two appear to have most traction among CSPs):

1. Multiaccess edge computing (previously called “mobile edge computing” and promoted by
ETSI Multi-access Edge Computing [MEC] Industry Specification Group and its members)

2. Open Networking Foundation (ONF)

3. OpenFog (promoted in particular by vendors Cisco and Intel)

4. Jungle computing

5. Mist computing

6. Dew computing

7. Frontier computing

8. Open edge computing

9. Edge mesh

10. Central office rearchitected as a data center (CORD)

11. Mobile CORD (M-CORD)

Scenarios with large amounts of data produced locally (such as manufacturing or oil rigs) and
situations with the need for very fast response times (such as C-V2X) are logical applications.

CSPs are considering other major transformations that may delay deploying CSP edge due to their
higher priority (such as slow introduction of OpenStack, as well as SDN/network function
virtualization [NFV] on their — still siloed — networks). The business model for CSP edge computing
needs validation and may be a bigger obstacle than the technology aspects.

While the benefits of CSP edge appear clear, inhibitors to adoption include the large number of
vendors and architectures competing in the space, as well as a fragmented set of offerings for
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CSPs. However, multiple existing use cases already benefit from CSP edge, for example, bandwidth
saving, caching, CDN, video delivery and optimization (among others) and will drive adoption.

User Advice:

■ CSP edge is an architectural change with the potential to help CSPs optimize their network
costs. It is a step toward 5G network architecture — alongside other initiatives (for example,
SDN and NFV).

■ CSPs should participate in standardization efforts and factor edge computing into their network
roadmap.

■ Reduce project deployment risk by accumulating enterprise-specific edge deployments in
response to market demand. Federate them over time and exploit surplus capacity for the
CSP’s network needs (for example, cost reduction and operational efficiency).

■ Drive operational efficiency improvement by deploying edge servers (either in the CSP’s own
network or hosted in micro data centers). Aim for open, interoperable CSP edge computing
ecosystem centered on users and applications, with open APIs, rather than seeking a single
standard.

■ Focus on tangible CSP edge use cases first for example, video delivery and optimization,
unicasting to the edge, caching, CDN, and bandwidth optimization, while developing enterprise
offerings with CSP edge as a service for infrastructure as well as applications.

Business Impact: The mobile subscriber’s experience can be improved through efficient network
and service operations, using insight from radio and network conditions. CSPs can open the radio
network edge to third-party partners, allowing them to deploy applications and services toward
mobile subscribers, enterprises and other vertical segments.

Vertical industries can potentially benefit from edge computing; with support for specific
requirements for IoT, digital business and IT solutions, by solving issues such as latency and
bandwidth limitations, by increasing local data and workload processing.

CSP edge computing can enable bandwidth optimization and save on transmission costs.

Ready-to-deploy, pre-validated edge computing solutions for CSPs usually constitute a
combination of edge devices, gateways, input/output (I/O) modules, edge servers, micro data
centers and analytics software; these components can be deployed at the edge, based on use case
and speed at which data needs to be processed.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: AlefEdge; Cisco; Ethernity Networks; Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE); Huawei;
IBM; Nokia; Saguna; Samsung Electronics; VIAVI Solutions
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Recommended Reading:

“Market Guide for CSP Edge Computing Solutions”

“Include 5G and Next-Generation Wireless in Roadmaps to Elevate In-Store Retail Customer
Experience”

Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)

Analysis By: Tim Zimmerman; Bill Menezes; Mike Toussaint

Definition: Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) is the latest successor in the IEEE 802.11 WLAN family. Its main
enhancements are allowing the network to control device connectivity for the first time and to
improve the efficiency of existing 2.4GHz and 5GHz spectrum, thereby increasing throughput in
densely populated areas. As such, its goal is to support a larger number of devices including IoT
that are properly connected to the network.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: IEEE, the standards body of 802.11-based
technologies, started the High Efficiency WLAN (HEW) Study Group in May 2013 to examine the
most pressing needs for the next-generation Wi-Fi technology. The new Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) standard
is expected to be ratified in late 2019. Prestandards-based networking equipment has already been
released by some vendors. Successive Wi-Fi technologies have increased per-device throughput at
an impressive rate through the years (from 802.11b’s 11 Mbps to more than 6 Gbps today and 10
Gbps expected from the new standard).

The number of IoT devices and the convergence of building automation and line of business
devices onto the enterprise communication infrastructure continues to contribute to congestion that
will be able to be addressed by network resources instead of letting the device make connectivity
decision as previous versions of the standard allowed. Vendors will drive for adoption, but we
expect slow adoption of the standard by end users since most users need less than 5 Mbps of
bandwidth for their applications which is already being met by previous wireless offerings. New
enhancement to address high density environments will allow the technology to better expand into
stadiums and auditoriums where previous standards were challenged.

User Advice:

■ We advise clients not to pay a premium for any adoption of Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) since existing
wireless solution provide the performance and functionality needed to meet defined end-user
requirements.

■ For IT leaders, Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) represents an opportunity to significantly improve
performance for special use cases such as dense device deployments, they are advised to
monitor the standardization timeline and product availability to find the right entry point for
future infrastructure upgrades as well as availability of devices that will support the new
standard.

■ Any organization that purchases prestandard product should have the ability to upgrade or
update their product to be standards compliant.
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Business Impact: Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) is the first Wi-Fi technology that will be able to support large-
scale IoT usage scenarios using existing 2.4GHz and 5GHz spectrum via its use of OFDMA. It is
expected to be a key enabling communication technology for IoT toward the end of the decade.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Broadcom; Cisco; Hewlett Packard Enterprise (Aruba); Huawei; Intel; Qualcomm

Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for the Wired and Wireless LAN Access Infrastructure”

“Critical Capabilities for Wired and Wireless LAN Access Infrastructure”

Sliding Into the Trough

LoRa

Analysis By: Bill Ray

Definition: LoRa is a low-power wide-area network (LPWA) specification, which defines a
communication protocol and network system architecture that enables the cost-effective, long-
range connection of objects (multiple kilometers), with a long battery life. It can be deployed as a
public or private network. LoRa is most often deployed using the LoRaWAN networking layer, but it
can also utilize other networking layers.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: LPWA technologies deployed in unlicensed spectrum,
such as LoRa, represent an alternative to Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)-based LPWA
technologies, such as NB-IoT and LTE-M, which are designed for licensed spectrum. For use cases
that do not require the predictability afforded by licensed spectrum operations, LoRa represents a
potentially less-expensive alternative with good availability today. Because of the planned
shutdowns of legacy 2G networks, there are multiple discussions on alternative access
technologies to 2G for machine-to-machine (M2M) applications.

User Advice: Service providers need to:

■ Include LoRa in your evaluations of proprietary LPWAs, but prioritize 3GPP variants if available,
such as NB-IoT.

■ In emerging markets, consider deploying LoRa as an overlay option to address concerns about
how deploying NB-IoT in the guard band may impact the quality of mobile broadband offerings.

■ Use LoRa for much targeted deployments — if national coverage is a must for some given use
cases, then there is an ease and efficiency to the “software upgrade” path via 3GPP. Building
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out a truly nationwide LoRa network with indoor and outdoor coverage is more logistically
intensive and drives higher costs. However, for IoT opportunities in specific geographic pockets,
LoRa becomes viable, given the low relative cost when deployed in a much-targeted manner.

■ In China, the window of opportunity with the local government looking at the option of
deployment contracts with LoRa could accelerate with Alibaba Group’s commitment to LoRa.

End users need to consider that:

■ Enterprises can also deploy LoRa as a private enterprise network, either entirely in-house or
with a system integrator. In fact, private enterprise networks are the areas where LoRa currently
appears to be enjoying the most significant traction.

■ LoRa and other non-3GPP-based variants have been deployed and operated commercially for
some years now to address enterprise and industrial use cases. However, commercial
equipment for the deployment of 3GPP-backed LPWA, such as NB-IoT, has only been available
since the end of 2016, so its attendant ecosystem is still maturing.

Business Impact: The key business impact is operating expenditure (opex) savings from object
connectivity. LoRa infrastructure enables the long-range connection of objects with both limited
bandwidth requirements and low traffic communications, thus enabling very low power
consumption and a battery life of a decade or more, using unlicensed spectrum. Over the longer
term, LoRa will be a viable technology for specific use cases.

LoRa is the main rival to:

■ Sigfox in terms of non-3GPP LPWA alternatives.

■ NB-IoT in terms of 3GPP LPWA.

LPWAs are already offering connectivity outside the traditional cellular networks, both in terms of
pricing and business model. LoRa can be deployed as a public or private network.

LPWA hardware (both the infrastructure and the endpoints) is less expensive than cellular systems.
A private LoRa base station is a commodity product available for less than $70 for the indoor variant
and $400 for outdoor. The increased range of LPWA technologies means fewer base stations,
further reducing costs.

Finally, LoRa, as with other proprietary LPWA alternatives, is predicated on the use of free,
unlicensed spectrum. There is a risk of regulatory interference, whereby the spectrum may no longer
be provided free of charge, which could be damaging to LPWA and LoRa prospects.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Cisco; KPN; Microchip Technology; MultiTech; Orange Business Services;
Semtech; Senet; STMicroelectronics; Swisscom; Tet
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Recommended Reading:

“Market Trends: CSPs Must Focus on NB-IoT and LTE-M for Their LPWA Strategies”

“Market Insight: LoRa Is a Valid Option for CSPs in Selected Low-Power, Low-Bandwidth Use
Cases”

NB-IoT

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: NarrowBand-Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a low-power wide-area (LPWA) wireless
connectivity protocol based on Long Term Evolution (LTE). It is a 3GPP standard first standardized
on its Release 13 in 2016; its key features include bidirectional communications, throughput of
several tens of Kbps using licensed spectrum. Officially known as “LTE Cat NB1,” it enables more-
economical module cost and a greater maximum power efficiency than LTE-M Cat M1. This analysis
of the technology also covers further Cat NB specifications.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: NB-IoT, along with Long Term Evolution for machine-
type communications (LTE-M) (also known as “LTE Cat M1” and “EC-GSM-IoT”), is the Third
Generation Partnership Project’s (3GPP’s) effort to address the emerging LPWA market for
supporting use cases for IoT in a WAN setting.

As with other LPWA technologies, its key focus areas include low data rate, low power consumption
and low module cost. This is because the target use case is for connected devices that typically
have a long life, low data rate and volume, together with a sporadic transmission frequency.

One of the advantages of NB-IoT is that it can use the existing LTE spectrum that mobile network
operators (MNOs) have been allocated. In addition, NB-IoT can mainly be rolled out via a simple
software upgrade on existing LTE infrastructure.

Cat NB2 is also standardized by 3GPP Release 14 in 2017. Major upgrades from Cat NB1 include
peak data rate improvement up to 120 Kbps, supporting positioning and single-cell multicast and
energy/latency optimization. Globally, 90 CSPs have already commercialized NB-IoT based on GSA
as of April 2019. Among them, China is moving much faster in terms of NB-IoT adoption than the
rest of the world. Given the size of the Chinese market, this affects the global overall speed of
adoption as well.

User Advice:

■ Focus LPWA efforts on NB-IoT and LTE-M.

■ Test NB-IoT for more-demanding industrial use cases, as NB-IoT supports authentication
(which is supported by the SIM card on mobile devices in 3GPP) and also boasts high reliability,
which a licensed spectrum operation supports better than unlicensed alternatives.

■ For IoT deployments involving the Chinese market, give NB-IoT a high priority in the near term.
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■ For deployments outside of China, use NB-IoT on the basis that investing in the standard will be
a long-term play but a low-risk strategy — while planning for continuous evolution (such as 5G
Massive Machine-Type Communications [mMTC] and Cat NB2).

Business Impact: No IoT connectivity protocol is necessarily better than another, but each caters
to a different set of business requirements. Among LPWA alternatives, NB-IoT will address the
needs of use cases with higher requirements for reliable connectivity, higher SLAs and robust 3GPP
security.

NB-IoT is technically complicated — it is covered by numerous patents, contributing to the cost of
implementation at the endpoints.

The main difference between NB-IoT and other fully or partly proprietary LPWA technologies (such
as long-range [LoRa] and Sigfox) is that NB-IoT is a 3GPP standard. As such, it will be deployed in a
majority of mobile CSPs, which will benefit from the stronger and richer 3GPP ecosystem, with less
risk of vendor lock-in. Finally, as an extension of LTE, NB-IoT will be deployed within mature
networks, with established operational and customer experience management key performance
indicators (KPIs) and practices, along with mature systems such as self-organizing networks (SONs)
and IT support systems.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Arm; China Mobile; Ericsson; Huawei; Nokia; Qualcomm; Quectel Wireless
Solutions; u-blox; Vodafone; ZTE

Recommended Reading:

“Market Trends: CSPs Must Focus on NB-IoT and LTE-M for Their LPWA Strategies”

“Exploit LPWA Networks Now — 5G Won’t Change Them”

Network as a Service (NaaS)

Analysis By: Ramesh Marimuthu

Definition: Network as a service (NaaS) is an end-to-end managed network service using
technologies such as IP/MPLS, Ethernet, SDN and NFV that CSPs build and operate for their
enterprise customers. There are two ways NaaS is offered. The first is the traditional model where
CSPs build and operate the underlay network and the managed services on top. The second is an
overlay model where providers build and deliver NaaS as an overlay to third-party network underlay.
Enterprises pay a monthly fee based on services.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Several advanced technologies have been introduced
recently, such as private/public cloud infrastructure, software-defined networking, network function
virtualization, and cloud-native applications. With these technologies, traditional communications
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service providers (CSPs) with their global network infrastructure are uniquely positioned to build,
operate and deliver advanced global networks in a NaaS business model to their business
customers. Over the top (OTT) service providers are also offering NaaS as an overlay service over
the top of third-party physical network infrastructure. Some OTT service providers without the last
mile connectivity have also started offering end-to-end network as a service, including the last mile
option using leased network infrastructure from local service providers. NaaS adoption by enterprise
customers are increasing rapidly. This trend will only grow significantly over the next few years as
enterprises are investing significantly in digital network infrastructure targeting increased network
agility, reliability, automation, orchestration, zero touch configuration and other advanced features at
a reduced cost. Cost reduction is obtained through the pay-as-you-grow nature of such offerings
that reduces the capex and opex.

User Advice: CSPs are in a unique position to build, operate and deliver NaaS because of their vast
network infrastructure. In the process of building and operating NaaS, CSPs should consider short-
term, midterm and long-term objectives.

■ In the short-term, if it is not already deployed, CSPs should focus on building and delivering a
basic NaaS as quickly as possible. This is very much required to take advantage of the demand
for NaaS from enterprises and grow the networking business. CSPs that have already deployed
a basic NaaS should focus on taking it to the next level by developing and delivering advanced
features such as application-based policies, quality of service (QoS), optimization and advanced
analytics. CSPs should also build and deliver managed security, Wi-Fi services and other
services that are consumed by enterprise customers.

■ In the midterm, CSPs should also focus on differentiating their NaaS offerings on several fronts.
On-demand services, advanced features, performance, SLAs, price points, global presence and
operational capabilities such as automation, orchestration and zero touch deployment and
configuration are areas for differentiation.

■ In the long term, CSPs should also focus on building their globally connected advanced
network infrastructure that can offer not just NaaS to any part of the world, but also offer end-
to-end network agility, programmability, security and low latencies. Such services are required
for future use cases, such as real-time interactive business applications, AR/VR, drones and
self-driving cars. Providing foolproof data security is one of the biggest challenges for NaaS
operators, and CSPs should focus on securing their network end to end using advanced
technologies.

Business Impact: With the introduction of multicloud architecture, always-available advanced
digital services and millions of always-on digital devices consuming those digital services, the
growing demand and expectations placed on enterprise networks are almost unsustainable. For
many reasons, enterprises are increasingly interested in consuming various services in a XaaS
model. It reduces their capex and staff commitments, as well as provides them with the agility,
reliability and scale they need to deal with the growing demand. This trend will continue for many
years to come. This is positive news for CSPs. NaaS business is a high growth opportunity for CSPs
as the enterprise demand for NaaS will accelerate over the years. CSPs should prepare for this
business impact. They should build and operate the next-generation network infrastructure;
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embrace and deploy next-generation technologies; build and deliver next-generation digital network
and security services; and generate the next level of revenue growth.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Arista Networks; Big Switch Networks; Cisco; Dell; Ericsson; Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE); Huawei; Juniper Networks; Nokia; VMware

Recommended Reading:

“2019 Strategic Roadmap for Networking”

“Magic Quadrant for Network Services, Global”

“Market Guide for Zero Trust Network Access”

“Market Opportunity Map: Enterprise Network Services, Worldwide”

“Debunk the Misperceptions About Network as a Service”

LTE for Mission-Critical and Public Safety Networks

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: LTE for emergency public services — used by police forces, emergency medical
responders, and search and rescue teams — is focused on supporting mission-critical voice
capabilities enabling better overall control and response times. Some limitations apply when shared
with a public network, although it remains an attractive, cost-saving alternative as agencies do not
need to purchase costly spectrum. The business case for the private sector to support emergency
services is unclear.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Long Term Evolution (LTE) cellular network standards
and available products are now mature enough for mission-critical and public safety applications.
LTE is generally deployed over a public, shared infrastructure and, as such, is not directly intended
for emergency services.

There are exceptions, however:

■ U.S.: The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has mandated a dedicated LTE network
for first responders — First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet). It is an independent
authority within the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
overseeing the development of a nationwide public safety network to be built and managed by
AT&T.
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■ South Korea: Planning a nationwide private network using Public Safety (PS)-LTE, allocated
20MHz of bandwidth for the 700MHz band.

■ Qatar: Allocated 20MHz of bandwidth for a private LTE network with the 800MHz spectrum
band.

■ U.K.: Emergency Services Mobile Communications Programme (ESMCP) under the Home
Office replaces the current Airwave’s Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) network used by first
responders for narrowband data and mission-critical voice. TETRA has national U.K. coverage,
but fails to cover far beyond metropolitan areas in many other countries. The £1.2 billion
Emergency Services Network (ESN) aims to deliver future mobile communications for the U.K.’s
three emergency services (3ES) and other public safety users. It will leverage LTE to deliver the
functionality, coverage, security and availability required for using EE (LTE arm of the BT).

Public safety agencies in most countries want to leverage better video capabilities and face financial
pressures, pushing them away from relying only on private radios for their mission-critical
communications. Another issue to consider is the availability of suitable LTE devices (currently
available from some vendors, such as Motorola and Nokia).

3GPP Release 13 was frozen in March 2016 and includes mission-critical push-to-talk (MCPTT)
functionality. The most likely use case revolves around professional and law enforcement users,
whereby direct-mode voice communication allows users to discover other users within direct-mode
range in case of network failure or unavailability. 3GPP Release 14 added support for mission-
critical data video. Beyond video — a clear use case with officers’ chest cameras — future IoT-
related applications aimed at increasing officers’ effectiveness, safety and transparency in use-of-
force situations may gain wider adoption. 3GPP Release 15 adds further enhancements in the areas
of MCPTT, MCVideo and MCData.

User Advice:

■ Use LTE public networks to improve situational awareness and incident control to better
coordinate field resources and to respond faster to changing conditions. During a response to a
crime in progress or a callout to a casualty, the ability to share real-time information, locations
and video leads to improved outcomes.

■ While there is real value in real-time, two-way video in emergency incidents, there are clear
limitations to what can be achieved over a shared public LTE network. Data services should be
used as an adjunct to voice, but will not replace it.

■ Use preemption settings to prioritize emergency services during a crisis, though network
capacity can still be an issue.

■ Minimize expenditure on TETRA or P25 professional mobile radio (PMR) upgrades. Focus the
capex budget on LTE infrastructure and build a transition plan. Stress test the system with
incident simulations.

■ Investigate commercial partnerships with mobile network operators to supplement existing
public safety networks if they have many years left before end of life.
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Business Impact: Potential for LTE use by emergency response teams includes paramedics
accessing patients’ medical data, or relaying video of a casualty to a specialist for a second opinion
on treatment or to a trauma surgeon for critical casualties during evacuation. Other uses include
location updates for police vehicles and enabling “push to talk” over a mobile broadband
connection when voice communications are not available (for example, during certain surveillance
situations).

Public agencies can now build or lease communications infrastructure that can be developed to
remain highly relevant beyond 2030, as LTE is now a global standard — suitable and mature enough
for mission-critical public safety networks. However, network deployment is crucial in making the
system fit for purpose.

Major public safety associations are probing LTE as the successor of existing systems, and are
starting to augment their existing PMR systems with LTE.

The launches of many national LTE public safety networks are expected to take place from 2019
through 2022.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Athonet; Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei; Motorola Solutions; NetNumber; Nokia

Recommended Reading: “Market Insight: It’s Time to Start Migrating to LTE for Mission-Critical
and Public Safety Private Networks”

Shared Spectrum Access

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Shared spectrum access is based on the concept of sharing licensed access to a
currently infrequently used piece of spectrum. In the U.S., the current shared band is Citizens
Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) and opens up a 150 MHz piece of spectrum in the 3.5GHz band.
Other country regulators are considering shared spectrum licenses, often for 5G use.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: While any incumbent users of this shared spectrum
frequency bands have priority (for example, the Navy in the U.S.), other license holders are
permitted, providing they do not create interference. Portions of the frequency allocation can be
licensed to registered service providers or enterprises at a particular location (such as a campus
environment, a city environment or indoors) and other parties may be allowed a third grade of
access if spectrum is available. A spectrum allocation system (SAS) manages any potential conflict
between the authorized users. CBRS, followed by other licensed shared access Long Term
Evolution (LTE) frequency schemes, could have been described as the hot small cell technology at
the beginning of 2017. Delays in the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) certification and
auction process have put things on hold, and CBRS auction might not happen before 2Q20. In the
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meantime, momentum has been building up with cellular operators, cable MSOs, WISPs, neutral
hosts and system integrators all keen to exploit opportunities. CBRS capable devices such as
Google Pixel 3 and Galaxy S10 are in the market already. Other country regulators are examining
similar concepts. In Europe, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standards
body has completed specifications for Licensed Shared Access (LSA), which would operate in the
2.3GHz frequency band, but may be reserved for 5G technology, which would create a slowdown in
deployment. Actually, CBRS alliance has begun work on 5G CBRS standard.

User Advice: The following user types should consider CBRS and similar shared license solutions:

■ Property owners who require good cellular connectivity for the public, but have been unwilling
to fund Distributed Antenna System (DAS) installation would be able to provide coverage and
operate a gateway to MNO cellular networks, for which they could potentially charge.

■ Cities and enterprises could operate their own private LTE-based networks.

■ Wireless ISPs can migrate to LTE protocols and move away from proprietary solutions.

■ Neutral hosts can build a one-frequency-band small cell installation instead of trying to
accommodate multiple licensed frequencies from all the MNOs.

■ MNOs can overcome the high cost of deploying small cells at many locations by connecting to
CBRS gateways.

Business Impact:

■ CBRS has gained a wide range of interested parties in the U.S. and opens up the potential for
new types of small cell networks. Other country regulators are expected to follow with shared
spectrum access provisioning.

■ Investigate shared spectrum access opportunities, for example, the use of these frequency
bands for neutral host small cells and private LTE networks.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: Less than 1% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: CommScope; Ericsson; Federated Wireless; Nokia; Samsung Electronics

Recommended Reading: “Market Trends: Small Cells Are Now an Integral Part of Communications
Networks”

eSIM

Analysis By: Michael Ramsey

Definition: The embedded SIM (also called eSIM or eUICC) is a programmable subscriber identity
module (SIM) that is physically embedded into a mobile device. It designed to remotely manage
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multiple CSPs subscription and be compliant with GSMA specifications. An eSIM will come in the
form of provisioned over-the-air (OTA) with operator credentials, giving users the ability to change
providers. eSIMs should not be confused with “soft” SIMs (or virtual SIMs) that store operator secret
credentials in software. These are not included here.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Current eSIMs are superior to legacy versions in size,
long-term operational cost and flexibility, while remaining equal in terms of computing power and
security. In 2018, eSIM shipments globally totaled 114 million units, according to the SIMalliance
trade group. Gartner believes eSIMs will eventually target the entire market of Internet of Things
(IoT) as well as devices, gaining economies of scale that push them even into connections where
these advantages don’t matter as much. GSM Association (GSMA) standards’ work, first in
machine-to-machine and later with consumer sectors, has increased potential innovation for OEMs
and other players. Current adoption is driven by cases where size and/or placement, mobility,
update frequency and life cycle are important. Chief among these is the connected car, but other
areas show interest and activity from vendors.

In the consumer market, although CSPs still show reluctance to surrender lock-in with end users,
the adoption of eSIM to support the second number and wearable devices increased significantly in
the past two years. According to GSMA, more than 90 mobile industry players supporting the
GSMA’s specifications for remote SIM provisioning of consumer devices around the world and over
fifty mobile operators already support eSIM functionality in smartphones. While smartwatches were
the first mass market product to adopt the technology, there is now growing implementation of
eSIM functionality in tablets, laptops, notebooks and smartphones (for example, Google and Apple).

User Advice: OEMs should continue to promote eSIM in designs where its advantages are
attractive. They should also work with the GSMA and CSPs to present end users with a superior
solution and a balanced playing field for new and innovative offers.

CSPs must craft an evolution plan to efficiently support the shift to eSIM and take advantage of
emerging opportunities leading to competitive differentiation. Leverage the flexibility of eSIM to
attract new customers with superior service offerings that also motivate existing users to stay (for
example, by eliminating per-device fees and instead bundling in content, wearables and more).

CSPs must ensure that their eSIM technology is compatible with a variety of different handset
manufactures and eSIM vendors, to ensure they can support multiple download and activation
methods. In addition, evolve their billing support systems with advanced eSIM management
capabilities.

Business Impact: CSPs can gain new business opportunities from a world of intelligently
connected services and devices, reduce the logistical costs associated with handling traditional SIM
cards and retain existing SIM security. In addition, eSIM is the vital enabler for the future growth of
the IoT market.

As eSIM enables subscribers to connect more devices to their mobile operator, operators can offer
multi-device packages and custom-made data plans. With eSIM, device bundling will become much
easier, with consumers able to conveniently add new devices to their plans without having to go in
store or wait for a physical SIM card to arrive
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Businesses with a large number of mobile devices used by their employees will also benefit from the
convenience of eSIM. eSIM can deliver a streamlined user experience for managing cellular
connectivity, enabling IT teams to provision and deploy new devices in a rapid and convenient
fashion.

For device manufacturers, eSIM uses less space and is cheaper than traditional SIM technology.
This means that mobile connectivity can now be introduced into hardware where it was previously
not feasible due to cost or space restrictions.

Adoption is growing in industrial robotics, asset/inventory management, smart grid and certain
personal devices such as smartwatches as well as in the automotive market. These are use cases
where the smaller size, embedded no-fuss character, longer life cycle, mobility of the connection
and/or strength of the non-CSP ecosystem make it attractive.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Apple; EMnify; Gemalto; Giesecke+Devrient; IDEMIA; Samsung; Sierra Wireless

Recommended Reading:

“How to ‘Score’ eSIM’s Impact on Vertical Industries”

“Competitive Landscape: IoT Mobile Virtual Network Operators”

“Forecast: Cellular Baseband Processors, Worldwide, 2016-2021”

“The Top 10 Wireless Technologies and Trends That Will Drive Innovation”

Software-Defined Wide-Area Network (SD-WAN)

Analysis By: Ramesh Marimuthu; Gaspar Valdivia

Definition: SD-WAN products are a lightweight alternative to traditional MPLS routers for enterprise
WANs, agnostic to WAN transport (MPLS, internet, 4G) and delivered either as physical appliances
or software running on industry-standard hardware. Policies are set centrally based on application
or business-centric logic for all devices enabling zero-touch configuration. SD-WAN dynamically
recognizes and routes traffic over different links based on application policies. It provides secure
VPNs and supports service chaining to other services and devices.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: SD-WAN was first introduced five years ago as a do-
it-yourself (DIY) alternative to the expensive managed WAN options including multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) and others. Since then, enterprise customers of all sizes are adopting SD-WAN
and the pace of adoption have been increasing steadily. The primary drivers for SD-WAN adoption
are network agility, performance, reliability, security, operational simplification and reduction in cost.
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With over sixty SD-WAN product vendors including pure play startup vendors, incumbent routing
vendors and pivoting optimization and security vendors, the competition among SD-WAN
technology vendors has also grown rapidly.

User Advice:

■ Communications service providers (CSPs) still thinking about SD-WAN must focus on building
and deploying a basic SD-WAN service to its business customers as quickly as possible and
take advantage of the current trend by generating significant new revenue from that business.

■ CSPs that have already rolled out basic SD-WAN should consider taking it to the next level. This
can be done by differentiating their offerings by adding advanced features such as Firewall,
WAN optimization, Wi-Fi, UTM and so on.

■ CSPs can also differentiate their SD-WAN from overlay deployments with network integration
approaches where WAN location equipped with SD-WAN edge locations coexist in the same
enterprise network with locations equipped with traditional routers, allowing partial phased
deployment approaches.

■ CSPs should also consider bringing additional SD-WAN solutions to their portfolio by partnering
with multiple SD-WAN technology suppliers. This will allow CSPs to build and deliver
differentiated SD-WAN solutions to different customer segments.

■ CSP product leaders should include a diverse range of vendors, including pivoting vendors and
pure-play startups, along with established incumbents when evaluating SD-WAN solution
partners. They should consider the SD-WAN solution partner’s ability to offer and/or support
next-generation, value-added virtual network functions that will become the primary driver of
SD-WAN-related revenue.

Business Impact: The main business impact of SD-WAN is that it created a new revenue stream for
CSPs, but in some cases it replaces the traditional WANs revenue. SD-WAN also allows CSPs to
offer a cloud based WAN supporting the adoption of multicloud architecture by enterprises. With the
addition of advanced features, network function virtualization and sustained growth of bandwidth
needs over 30% annually, this trend is expected to continue. Medium and large enterprises are
maintaining at least one MPLS connection in main locations for high availability and predictable
performance guarantees and deploying SD-WAN to steer traffic through the appropriate link based
on application and business policies and dynamic steering decisions for cost-efficient bandwidth.
The main business impacts of SD-WAN for enterprises are improved network agility and flexibility.
Application’s performance and cost-efficiency can also be improved with appropriate network
architectures and good quality ISPs.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Cisco; CloudGenix; Fortinet; Juniper Networks; Nuage Networks; Oracle;
Riverbed; Silver Peak; Versa; VMware (VeloCloud)
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Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for WAN Edge Infrastructure”

“How to Differentiate Your SD-WAN Product for the Financial Services Industry”

“Differentiate and Expand Your SD-WAN Product for the Retail Industry”

“Highlighting Gartner’s Must-Have SD-WAN Research”

“Technology Insight for SD-WAN”

Massive MIMO

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) can multiply the capacity of a radio link using
multiple transmit and receive antennas to exploit multipath propagation. MIMO is an essential
element for 4G and 5G, and it can improve the data throughput as the number of antennas is
increased. Existing MIMO is mainly composed of two or four antenna elements at a base station but
Massive MIMO is supposed to utilize dozens or more than 100 antenna elements.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: By increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of
transmissions, Massive MIMO enables transmissions to travel greater distances within a given
transmit power. It also increases channel capacity through the use of sophisticated adaptive
properties that enable automatic signal direction lock-in and optimization of radiation patterns.
Massive MIMO for communications service provider (CSP) networks operates by controlling the
amplitude and phase of each antenna in both the network array and the device array. In addition, to
reduce interference, both the network and the device need to know where — and where not — to
radiate.

Despite the promised benefits, Massive MIMO with beamforming in macrocells has not really taken
off because CSPs either haven’t needed it or have considered it too expensive. It appears, however,
antenna prices are now coming down. Also, Massive MIMO becomes far more practical at higher
frequencies, such as those planned for many 5G deployments, because of smaller antenna array,
lower cost and lower weight for pole mounting.

On the cellular networks, SoftBank and China Mobile’s Time Division-Long Term Evolution (TD-LTE)
have implemented Massive MIMO on base stations with 128 transmitters and 128 receivers
(128T128R).

The arrival of 5G will usher in Massive MIMO technology, but the technical limitations of massive
MIMO such as its size, weight and power consumption will still force CSPs to introduce more-
realistic less antenna elements (such as 3.5GHz’s 32T32R) in early 5G.

User Advice:
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■ Adding more arrays with smaller beam-width antennas will help increase channel capacity.
However, it will also significantly increase the complexity of signal processing.

■ CSPs should take advantage of Massive MIMO to maximize spectral efficiency and provide
improved coverage and quality of service. Massive MIMO will play a significant role in improving
the performance of data throughput and the spectral efficiency in LTE and 5G.

Business Impact: From a network perspective, Massive MIMO has been very useful in increasing
channel capacity and reducing interference. Massive MIMO is an addition to CSPs’ efforts to
address traffic-related mobile communications issues and can help reduce a radio access network’s
energy consumption — an important contributor to network operating expenses.

Also, Massive MIMO can provide excellent spectral efficiency achieved by spatial multiplexing of
many terminals in the same time-frequency resource (so called multiuser MIMO).

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Antenova; ArrayComm; CommScope; Ericsson; Huawei; NEC; Nokia; Westell
Technologies; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Emerging Technology Analysis: Use Massive MIMO to Deploy 5G
Efficiently and Economically”

Open Compute Project Networking

Analysis By: Mark Fabbi

Definition: The Open Compute Project (OCP) Foundation is an industry group promoting open-
source hardware and software designs including initiatives in network hardware and software. Much
of the data center designs leverage the work done in hyperscale data centers and early
contributions from Facebook. Software is based on Linux network operating systems and tools.
More recent work expands coverage to campus switching and wireless access points.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: OCP-based networking is still in its early adoption
phase for enterprise deployments, but is well-established in cloud and service provider networks.
ODM-based switches (of which OCP designs would represent a significant portion) accounted for
19.8% of unit shipments of data center switches in 2018 (up from 14.4% in 2017). OCP-compliant
hardware is available from many white-box switch providers, either as stand-alone switches or
coupled with commercial software, often as part of branded (brite-box) offerings. Brite-box solutions
will be much more attractive to enterprise buyers as the complexity of integrating hardware and
software as well as support is dealt with by the brite-box provider. Software components such as
the ONIE and SAI promote further abstraction of the underlying hardware, making switch OS
functions more transportable across switches using different underlying switch silicon.
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OCP-compliant switches are available to support a wide range of 10/25/40/50/100G applications for
both leaf and spine requirements, including chassis options. Standard network components should
become available in a number of Linux distributions to further the efforts of the open-networking
movement. Such contributions lower the barrier to entry for new network innovation. However, the
growing number of open-source software options (Open Network Linux, SONiC, OS10 Open
Edition, FBOSS, OPX, among others) could potentially fragment efforts and delay broader adoption.

Most of the initial work under OCP networking has focused on data center products with a very
broad set of possible commercial applications. The past 18 months have seen the expansion of
OCP networking into new areas, such as WLAN access points (with a number of designs accepted
during 2018) as well as campus (with designs for a stacking, PoE capable access layer switch now
available), branch and optical networking platforms.

User Advice:

■ Large data center and service provider operators should demand support for OCP networking
for future purchases to help reduce operating costs, as they offer competitive and more flexible
alternatives to OEM hardware and software.

■ Organizations considering open-source hardware options can gain further leverage by
assessing SAI-based software options as they become available, as these will further lower their
dependency on hardware components. In addition, support for specific APIs that are aligned
with chosen orchestration and operational environments is key. Any organization pursuing a
disaggregated open-source approach must have advanced technical expertise to deal with the
support requirements.

■ Enterprises wanting to lower their network expenditure should monitor the commercial offerings
of vendors targeting open networking and brite-box switching, rather than focusing on the
open-source foundational technologies.

Business Impact: OCP networking initiatives will help reduce related capital expenditure costs by
as much as 70%, while providing greater assurance of the design of the underlying platforms.

OCP software should lower the barriers to entry for innovation in hardware and software, which will
benefit the broader networking market.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Arista Networks (Mojo Networks); Cumulus Networks; Edgecore Networks;
Facebook; Mellanox Technologies; Microsoft; Nephos Technologies; Quanta Computer

Recommended Reading: “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Networking”
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LTE-A Pro

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) Pro, defined by Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Release 13 and later, is intended to mark the point in time when the LTE platform
was dramatically enhanced to address new markets as well as add functionality to improve
efficiency. This release 13 standardization was frozen in 2Q16. Its technical targets are a peak rate
of more than 3 Gbps and delay of less than 2 ms.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: As of May 2019, there are 53 mobile communications
service providers (CSPs) that commercialized LTE-A Pro based on the Global mobile Suppliers
Association (GSA). These CSPs’ network supports three major functions: carrier aggregation, 4x4
MIMO and 256 QAM in the downlink. Same as LTE-A’s smooth migration from LTE, LTE-A Pro will
be introduced gradually. LTE-A Pro could also be a bridge between 4G LTE and 5G that have been
commercialized by leading CSPs in the U.S. and South Korea.

The major advances achieved with the completion of release 13 include: machine-type
communications enhancements, such as LTE-MTC and NB-IoT; public safety features, such as
device-to-device (D2D) and D2D Proximity Services (ProSe); small cell dual connectivity and
architecture; carrier aggregation enhancements; interworking with Wi-Fi; licensed assisted access
(at 5GHz); 3D/Full Dimension (FD) MIMO; indoor positioning; single-cell point to multipoint; and
work on latency reduction. Many of these features were started in previous releases, but will
become mature in release 13 and following specifications. Concerning the data throughput
improvement, carrier aggregation enhancements can support up to 32 carriers and FD MIMO can
support 8-, 12- and 16-antenna elements.

User Advice:

■ Confirm that equipment can be upgraded to LTE-A Pro at minimal additional cost.

■ When introducing LTE-A Pro functionality in the network, ensure that adequate backward-
compatibility testing with LTE, LTE-A and existing 3G networks is undertaken by vendors during
acceptance and interoperability testing.

■ Acquire a new frequency asset for LTE-A Pro and improve user experience continuously.

Business Impact: The main focus of LTE-A Pro for existing smartphone users is to aggregate many
more frequency bands, deploy more antennas at base stations or devices, and obtain higher speeds
and better capacity. LTE-A Pro is only useful for CSPs, either when they have licenses on several
frequencies that they want to aggregate or when they want to increase LTE bandwidth by refarming
a separate spectrum that had been previously used for 2G, 3G or LTE networks.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 5% to 20% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent
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Sample Vendors: Ericsson; Huawei; NEC; Nokia; Samsung Electronics; ZTE

Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

“3 Requirements to Successfully Offer Commercial 5G Services”

Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications

Analysis By: Jonathan Davenport

Definition: Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications is the wireless transmission of data via
dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) or cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) between
vehicles. Its primary objective is to prevent accidents by allowing vehicles in transit to send data
about vehicle position, road conditions and traffic conditions to one another over an ad hoc mesh
network. Drivers may simply receive a warning, or the vehicle itself may take pre-emptive actions,
such as braking to slow down in an automated way.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: V2V communications is slipping into the Trough of
Disillusionment. The technology is divided into two technology camps (DSRC [802.11p] versus C-
V2X), thus creating a lot of uncertainty for the industry. To compound the issue, automakers are
lacking direction from a regulatory standpoint. For example, the European Commission (EC)
selected DSRC-based technology for its advanced deployment of Cooperative Intelligent Transport
Systems (C-ITS) on Europe’s roads. However, the transport committee of the European Parliament
has rejected the EC plan to use 802.11p. Instead, the committee voted to back calls from the
mobile industry to support cellular and 5G technology for better communication between vehicles in
real time. In the U.S., the current administration abandoned previously established requirements for
OEMs to install DSRC boxes in new vehicles by 2020, which has opened up a considerable
opportunity for C-V2X to gain traction in that market.

The two technologies aren’t compatible; thus, the lack of consensus may lead to a hybrid, dual-
mode approach in some markets to ensure maximum interoperability among vehicles and
infrastructure, with DSRC or C-V2X being sold in parallel, depending on OEM decisions. China will
likely establish C-V2X as its technology for V2V, creating an important global shift that may well tip
the scale in favor of C-V2X over the long term. In support of this, Geely Auto Group announced its
plans to launch the first mass-produced C-V2X-enabled vehicles in China together with Qualcomm
in 2021.

More broadly, there appears to be a move toward C-V2X. Toyota, which has already deployed
DSRC technology in Japan, announced in April 2019 its decision to halt plans to install the
technology to its cars in the U.S. (making a U-turn on a previous decision). Ford said in January
2019 that it planned to deploy C-V2X  in all new U.S. vehicle models beginning in 2022. The future
technological evolution of V2V has yet to gain global consensus, as proponents of C-V2X (Ford and
Audi) have gained favor among several OEMs and are actively conducting trials of LTE-based C-V2X
solutions.
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User Advice: V2V communications can play a crucial role in not only improving traffic safety and
flow, but also increasing the viability of autonomous vehicles. Regulatory mandates will help drive
adoption in most markets, but a number of OEMs have already deployed V2V as part of an effort to
differentiate their products and enhance driver safety (notably, Toyota and Cadillac). Direct
willingness of consumers to pay for the technology is extremely limited, so penetration of V2V
technology will be increasingly accepted as standard functionality across and within vehicle types.

Until global or regional consensus can be reached about DSRC or C-V2X, OEMs and automotive
Tier 1 suppliers must prepare to deploy different technologies in different markets — depending on
regulatory mandates and local market adoption trends. Regardless of technology implementation,
OEMs must look to develop stronger relationships with governments at national and local levels to
ensure the integration of V2V technologies is quickly established. They must determine the cost
implications and then design alternative deployment use-case models that can offset initial
investments since the technology may become mandatory. OEMs should also engage with a clearly
defined set of national government agencies (such as the U.S. Department of Transportation [DOT])
and engage in city trials to explore the technology’s potential.

Communications service providers (CSPs) should lobby governments and automakers to push for
the cellular standard. Revenue from the low-latency-based use case may help pay back
investments in 5G and provide an angle to elicit government funding for rural rollout of 5G
technology. CSPs also need to ensure that they can monetize their spectrum asset for V2V
communications, even when messages do not travel across the cellular network.

Business Impact: V2V use cases enable safer driving performance with almost real time (in the
range of less than 10 ms) communications would have tremendous business and public safety
impacts if implemented on a large scale and in an interoperable way. V2V technology is a key
ingredient to realize the safety benefits of connected vehicles and future automated vehicles. The
V2V functionality can supplement vehicle sensor capabilities with information from other vehicles on
the road, thus warning of hazardous road conditions, collisions and changes in traffic patterns. The
V2V communications technology represents crucial safety inputs that cannot be captured by
conventional vehicle sensors, allowing drivers and vehicle systems to adjust driving strategies and
initiate emergency maneuvers to ensure safety of passengers and other traffic participants.
Furthermore, the ability of vehicles to communicate with one another could be used for innovative
traffic management systems and help improve traffic flow.

Benefit Rating: Transformational

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging

Sample Vendors: Autotalks; Bosch Group; Continental; DENSO; Ericsson; Huawei; Nokia; NXP
Semiconductors; Qualcomm; Siemens

Recommended Reading:

“5G Will Overtake Alternatives to Provide V2X Connectivity”
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“The Top 10 Wireless Technologies and Trends That Will Drive Innovation”

“Market Insight: How Mobile Operators Should Accelerate 5G Impact on Autonomous Vehicle
Design”

“Market Trends: Make Compelling 5G Technology Selections and Be First to Attain 5G Success”

Wi-SUN

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: Wireless Smart Ubiquitous Networks (Wi-SUN) is based on IEEE 802.15.4g, a meshed
Field Area Network (FAN) standard developed to address the needs of low-power, long-range, peer-
to-peer FANs, mostly used in the utility industry. The FAN specification uses IEEE 802.1X enterprise-
level security, IETF IPv6 protocols (UDP/TCP and IPv6 over low-power wireless personal-area
networks [6LoWPANs]) and Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL).

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: The standard was approved in March 2012. The Wi-
SUN Alliance was set up in April 2012 to promote the technology and it includes more than 227
members in 25 countries with 91 million devices rolled out.

There is much scale potential in Internet of Things (IoT) implementations for the utility industry, with
real business benefits and ROI that should drive adoption.

Wi-SUN is a promising approach with many deployments and — although its open standard FAN
specification, which enables ecosystem growth, was released in May 2016, with a FAN Certification
program started in Oct 2018. Vendor operability is essential in any ecosystem and the certification
program is a useful addition.

Examples of deployments include:

■ Power utility Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) in Japan uses Wi-SUN commercial
operations for B-route connections between smart meters and home energy management
(HEM) system controllers.

■ City of Copenhagen (Denmark) has a Wi-SUN network with smart street lights, also
interconnecting sensors which optimize traffic signals in real time.

■ ESB Telecoms, Ireland has a nationwide Wi-SUN mesh IoT network

Wi-SUN may struggle to gain scale as there are several alternatives.

Mesh alternative include Zigbee mesh and Wirepas Mesh.

LPWA alternatives such as LoRA are the main competition, trying to move industrial users away
from mesh solutions.

User Advice:
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1. Target Wi-SUN primarily at use cases for utility applications, smart cities and IoT.

2. Consider alternatives that have a more proven potential for scale, such as NarrowBand Internet
of Things [NB-IoT] and Long Term Evolution for machine-type communications [LTE-M]. Wi-
SUN is entering an already very crowded space, with additional existing and future competitors
fighting for recognition (including also minor variants, such as long-range [LoRa], low-power and
so forth). While some deployments will seek to avoid proprietary flavors, some connectivity
alternatives will be just as standardized as Wi-SUN.

3. Test feasibility of wider-scale Wi-SUN deployments. For example, applying a mesh architecture
over a wide area (such as a city) could compromise long battery life on nodes that are part of
the mesh transmitting signals on behalf of other nodes — a challenge for all mesh systems. Leaf
nodes’ battery life is not affected, however.

4. Consider regulation and the availability of frequencies. Although Wi-SUN was developed and
initially deployed in Japan — using the ISM 920MHz unlicensed band, which is available in
Japan but not in Europe or the U.S. — frequencies now supported include:

■ 902MHz to 928MHz for the U.S. and multiple other regions

■ 920MHz in Japan

■ 863.6MHz in Europe

■ 865MHz to 867MHz in India

This can assist in its international deployment potential and address the higher hardware costs.
Wi-SUN uses sub-2.4GHz spectrum, 900MHz ISM bands, with data rates between 50 Kbps to 1
Mbps. The typical range between nodes is about 1 km.

5. Consider Wi-SUN as a standards-based approach for use cases that require strong security
and faster data rates, which are key differentiators with leading proprietary low-power wide-area
network (LPWA) technologies, such as LoRa or Sigfox.

6. Compare cost of ownership with other alternative technologies. Wi-SUN’s lower chipset cost
was an initial advantage relative to some LPWAs, such as NB-IoT, but this is not the case any
longer so the price advantage would be operating costs — as a mesh, there are no opex costs,
unlike with NB-IoT.

Business Impact: There are varieties of connectivity alternatives to choose from when it comes to
IoT. Wi-SUN has the advantage of being part of the technology group based on an open standard,
thereby avoiding some pitfalls inherent in proprietary approaches, with higher throughput and
increased security compared with other non-3GPP alternative LPWAs.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Emerging
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Sample Vendors: Agilent; Analog Devices; Huawei; Itron; Landis+Gyr; Nissin Systems; OMRON;
Renesas Electronics; Rohde & Schwarz; ROHM

Mobile Self-Organizing Networks

Analysis By: Sylvain Fabre

Definition: A self-organizing network (SON) is a system that automates planning, operation and
maintenance, optimization, self-configuring and self-healing functions for mobile networks. It
resides partly in the operations support system framework and partly in the radio access network
(RAN) eNodeB. In practice, a SON is introduced gradually as an adjunct to human operators for
planning, alarm management and maintenance, self-configuration and self-optimization for the
mobile network to help communications service providers (CSPs) automate RAN operations.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Cost-optimized automated operations, maintenance
and planning are necessary because:

■ CSP wireless infrastructure becomes more heterogeneous, which include (2G, 3G, 4G,
alongside Wi-Fi). The forthcoming 5G will make the situation more complex and challenging.

■ These layers need to be managed and optimized simultaneously. Self-organizing network
functionalities are commonly divided into three major subfunctional groups:

■ Self-configuration

■ Self-optimization

■ Self-healing

They are specified in Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and next generation mobile
networks (NGMN).

A SON can help achieve stable Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks for operators (particularly in the
early stages) and allow automation of maintenance tasks in the longer term. It is likely that small
cells will play a greater role in broad-scale LTE. Primarily, SONs are a key feature of small cells. The
increasing use of small cells will mean that a much larger quantity of sites will need to be managed.
The rise in connected endpoints driven by the Internet of Things (IoT), as well as 5G, will also require
the automation that SONs enable.

In addition, the evolving nature of SON solutions, issues of interoperability and dependence of
multiple factors in operations mean that SON implementation will remain complex in the near future.

CSP IT infrastructure and operations leaders must include factors such as the network function
virtualization (NFV) approach, orchestration approach, deep packet inspection (DPI), big data
analytics and solution architecture changes in their implementation roadmap. They must also
identify their partners with a well-defined, holistic roadmap. As a result, the need for continual
significant investment in the development of SON capabilities into 5G could prove more difficult to
sustain for smaller vendors. This is because they will likely confront much larger infrastructure
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vendors with greater and more substantial budgets. The difficulty for small vendors will intensify as
the gap widens in the number of SON deployments.

User Advice: CSPs should:

■ Impose requirements on vendors for valued features. Evaluate the cost of these features based
on estimated savings in operations, administration and maintenance, as well as network
planning and head count.

■ Push vendors to integrate network elements into SONs beyond the RAN. For example,
incorporating the core network should become a logical requirement for SON vendors.

■ Require multivendor, multitechnology (including Wi-Fi) support. Most vendors propose features
that show elements as black boxes and give control of the SON to the vendor — while
operators would prefer this to be interworking between different vendors and administered by
the operator. CSPs should make requests for quotations specific — in terms of their
interoperability requirements for SONs and LTE — when dealing with multivendor scenarios.

■ Use a SON vendor that is different from the installed RAN vendor(s) to provide better key
performance indicators (this can be a SON from another RAN vendor or a RAN-independent
supplier).

■ Demand to receive the full value a SON system needs to become an integral part of a
subscriber value optimization framework. In particular, that the operations support system and
business support system (BSS) are integrated in such a way that the SON system optimizes
network conditions on a per-subscriber basis, with user revenue/value information supplied by
the billing information. Ultimately, advances in virtualizing SONs with software-defined
network/NFV service orchestration are becoming relevant, especially for cloud RAN.

■ Request the inclusion of artificial intelligence (AI) and automation with SON systems, which is
starting to occur in some vendors and is a requirement to fully extract value from SON.

■ Factor in plenty of testing time when introducing SONs into the networks, since SON
performance can vary.

Business Impact: SON has moved beyond operations and maintenance function. Some vendors
now include a more comprehensive network view, adding core and transport networks. Predictive
maintenance capability as well as customer experience optimization and value-based optimization
(toward higher-paying/higher-tenured customers) can also be added as differentiators. Yet, a full and
all-encompassing network SON — able to automatically tune end-to-end networks in a dynamic
fashion, with several vendors and radio protocols, while dynamically taking individual customer
value into account — remains a moving target. Increasingly, virtualized network functions will make
this all-encompassing SON more achievable and indeed an integral element to service assurance.

■ SONs provide significant savings in operations and greatly automate the way future wireless
networks are set up, managed and planned.

■ SONs are integral to advanced RAN architectures, such as cloud-based RANs.

■ SON approaches have also been applied to managing mobile core networks.
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■ New approaches, such as analytics, machine learning (ML) and AI can help SONs add more
value to network quality and customer experience in an increasingly predictive manner.

■ SONs and service assurance solutions should move to closer integration.

■ Tighter integration of the BSS and information about the value of the user needs to increasingly
drive how resources are optimized by the SON system.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience

Maturity: Early mainstream

Sample Vendors: Amdocs (ActixOne); CellMining; Cellwize; Cisco; Huawei; NEC; Nokia; P.I. Works;
VIAVI Solutions; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

VoLTE

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Voice as an application can be run as an all-IP end-to-end service on Long Term
Evolution (LTE) networks. VoLTE is based on the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) network, with
specific profiles for control and media planes of voice service on LTE defined by GSMA PRD IR.92.
Advantages include very fast call setup, as well as higher definition and simultaneous voice and
video, with the possibility to include voice features in IMS and, later, non-IMS applications.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Out of 712 commercial LTE networks worldwide,
there are 184 commercial voice over LTE (VoLTE) offerings that have been launched (25.8% of all
commercial rollouts) as of February 2019 (according to GSA).

This reveals continued rapid growth and many initial issues that slowed down initial uptake having
been resolved, such as:

■ The need for quality, countrywide LTE coverage.

■ The need to refarm 2G spectrum (and 3G in the U.S.) for 4G, so that CSPs don’t need to use 2G
or 3G for voice with circuit-switched fallback (CSFB).

■ Widescale and bilateral roaming agreements (increasingly, the IP exchange [IPX] addresses this
requirement).

■ On a regulatory note, VoLTE would generate demand from government or law enforcement for
legal interception facilities. Usually such mandates are an extra cost for CSPs, not a revenue
generator.

■ The business model for VoLTE has also been an issue, since voice in most markets is no longer
a revenue generator for CSPs.
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IMS will be used continuously on the next generation — 5G. Voice over 5G includes voice over New
Radio (VoNR), voice/video communication solutions Evolved Packet System (EPS) fallback (EPS
FB), Radio Access Technology (RAT) fallback (RAT FB) and voice over enterprise LTE (VoeLTE).

User Advice:

■ Plan network evolution alongside your service roadmap. Multimedia telephony is needed and
video calling (among other types), advanced messaging and presence applications can be
added.

■ Differentiate CSP VoIP so that the branded VoLTE stands out clearly from over-the-top
alternatives (like Whatsapp), such as HD-quality VoLTE.

■ While there may not always be a clear business case for VoLTE as a service, there is a business
case in using VoLTE to release 2G and 3G spectrum for more LTE capacity.

■ Network function virtualization (NFV)-based IMS or virtual infrastructure management (VIM) may
be the architecture of choice for VoLTE, since CSPs favor using virtualized architectures for new
features first.

■ Promote IMS adoption in anticipation of voice service introduction after 5G commercialization.

Business Impact:

■ As the usage of voice and SMS is decreasing, revenue sources for CSPs’ data are starting to
take over in many places. Unlimited voice is common on consumer contracts around mostly
any country. In that context, HD voice quality would be of more interest.

■ Another issue, which is partly technology-related and partly service-related, is migrating users
away from legacy 2G/3G onto the 4G platform. This can be one motivation for moving to VoLTE
— not just as a new service, but simply as a replacement for the legacy circuit-switched voice
being retired (for example, as the old network is phased out and spectrum is refarmed).

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience

Maturity: Early mainstream

Sample Vendors: Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei; Mavenir; Maveric Systems; NEC; Nokia; Samsung
Electronics; ZTE

Augmented Reality

Analysis By: Tuong Nguyen

Definition: Augmented reality (AR) is the real-time use of information in the form of text, graphics,
audio and other virtual enhancements integrated with real-world objects and presented using a
mobile, head-mounted-type display or projected graphics overlays. It is this “real world” element
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that differentiates AR from virtual reality. AR aims to enhance users’ interaction with the
environment, rather than separating them from it.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Current technology is best-suited for purpose-built,
specialized solutions. As such, position and adoption speed will vary by vertical and industry.
Current horizontal tasks seeing the most traction are task itemization, visual design and context-
based work instruction. This profile represents a homogeneous view of AR implementations across
market segments.

Market interest has gradually increased over time, according to Google Trends, driven by a
combination of high-profile developments in the AR space, improvements in technology and
enterprise adoption in this area. These developments include progress for the AR Cloud, Adobe’s
launch of its AR authoring tool (Project Aero), enhancements to ARKit (2.0) and ARCore, and
Snapchat’s launch of its AR content creation and publishing tool (Lens Studio).

AR is currently struggling with mismatched expectations (vendors promising solutions beyond
current capabilities) and poor implementations (for example, solutions delivered without immersive
development [3D design and interface] knowledge or workflow integration, or not mapped to
business value or need). B2C implementations are still struggling to show consumers consistent
value. Better hardware, coupled with more compelling use cases, is needed before further progress
can be made.

Based on Gartner inquiry and industry news, B2B AR continues to gain traction as more enterprises
are seeing the value of using AR in their workflow. HMD sales reflect the burgeoning pilot
deployments. Advancements in HMD hardware (lighter, more durable, safer and so on) will provide
more compelling hands-free use cases for AR, as well.

User Advice: Decide on the audience for your AR experience. Internal- and external-facing
solutions are not transposable. Restrict initial trials to a specific task or goal. Set benchmarks
against unaugmented solutions to understand risks and benefits. Set the business goals,
requirements and measurements for your AR implementation before choosing a provider. Rich and
robust offerings can bring value only if you have a clear intention for the deployment. For external-
facing implementations, use AR as an extension of your brand and experience. For internal-facing
implementations, use AR as a tool that will enhance employee job function. This could include, for
example, delivering context-specific information at the point of need for mobile workers, better
leveraging experts (using one-to-many video support) in plant and maintenance operations, or
enhancing business processes via AR-based training and instruction.

Business Impact: By leveraging device sensors, AR acts as a digital extension of users’ senses
and it serves as an interface for humans to the physical world. AR provides a digital filter to enhance
the user’s surroundings with relevant, interesting and/or actionable information.

AR bridges the digital and physical world. This has an impact on both internal- and external-facing
solutions. For example, internally, AR can provide value by enhancing training, maintenance and
collaboration efforts. Externally, it offers brands, retailers and marketers the ability to seamlessly
combine physical campaigns with their digital assets.
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As such, AR is broadly applicable across many markets, including gaming, industrial design, digital
commerce, marketing, mining, engineering, construction, energy and utilities, automotive, logistics,
manufacturing, healthcare, education, customer support and field service.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Apple; Catchoom; DAQRI; Google; Microsoft; Ubimax; Upskill; Wikitude

Recommended Reading:

“Competitive Landscape: Augmented Reality Tools for Enterprise, 2018”

“Market Guide for Augmented Reality”

“Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2019: Immersive Experience”

“3 Immersive Experience Use Cases That Provide Attractive Market Opportunities”

“Market Trends: Advancements in Immersive See-Through Technologies Will Differentiate
Augmented Reality Glasses”

Climbing the Slope

LTE-U

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Long Term Evolution Advanced over unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U) is LTE operating in the
unlicensed spectrum bands. The aim is to supplement the licensed narrow LTE frequency bands
with larger amounts of unlicensed spectrum — thereby significantly increasing available bandwidth.
The first two LTE-U standards supplement licensed LTE frequency downlinks with part of the 5GHz
Wi-Fi spectrum — known as LTE license-assisted access (LTE-LAA) and LTE Wi-Fi aggregation
(LWA).

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: An increasing number of communications service
providers (CSPs) are conducting trials of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in unlicensed spectrum and
perceive this as a potential way to increase available spectrum for LTE services. License-assisted
access (LAA) and LWA standards are part of the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Release 13, which was completed in 2016. Products are now starting to be deployed in volume
across North America and Asia/Pacific.

3GPP Release 16, to be finished during 1H20, is standardizing 5G for unlicensed spectrum
operation and the usage of unlicensed spectrum will continue on the next generation too.
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User Advice: Since LAA is perceived more as an opportunity to cost-effectively increase cellular
capacity (particularly indoors), consider using this technology in conjunction with LTE small cells. In
fact, CSPs who have managed Wi-Fi services could leverage these locations to deploy LTE-LAA
and effectively result in deploying a cellular small cell at minimum cost.

The first standard will use a licensed LTE frequency for call authentication and control plus upstream
data traffic; while part of the 5GHz unlicensed Wi-Fi frequency band can be used for downstream
traffic. LAA may be easier to integrate with the cellular core network than carrier-class Wi-Fi, but
new standards-based equipment and software will be required both on the small-cell equipment
side and on user devices for LAA to work. There are plans for support of upstream traffic in
unlicensed bands too. In addition, there is industry support for the MulteFire Alliance promoting the
use of LTE in a variety of unlicensed frequency bands — without the need for a supporting licensed
band. Note that prestandard LTE-U products do not have a “listen before talk” functionality that is
mandatory in most countries.

Business Impact: 2017 witnessed an uptake in LTE-LAA products with a growing — but still
relatively small — number of CSPs adopting this network-capacity-enabling solution. It will not be
particularly straightforward though, since property owners/enterprises must be willing to sacrifice
some of their Wi-Fi bandwidth.

The overall business impact will be to increase the available bandwidth for LTE data transmission —
a protocol that is more efficient and also potentially more secure than public Wi-Fi.

While LTE-U can currently be used by cellular operators, 3GPP Release 14 and MulteFire continue
to open up bandwidth to LTE protocols — providing opportunities for not only traditional cellular
operators, but mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) and new entrants as well.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience

Maturity: Adolescent

Sample Vendors: Ericsson; Huawei; Nokia; Qualcomm; Samsung Electronics; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Market Trends: Small Cells Are Now an Integral Part of Communications
Networks”

IPv6

Analysis By: Neil Rickard

Definition: Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the next version of Internet Protocol (IP). It’s
designed to overcome several key limitations of Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) — in particular,
the exhaustion of public IPv4 addresses.
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Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Public IPv4 address exhaustion has already occurred
in several regions and new public Internet Protocol (IP) addresses increasingly will be IPv6-only. The
continued growth of the internet, including consumer internet access in emerging markets, mobile
devices and the Internet of Things (IoT), will increasingly be accommodated using IPv6. Google IPv6
Statistics show just over 25% of users accessing Google do so using IPv6. However, the installed
base of IPv4 infrastructure is huge and as migration costs are high it will not migrate soon; and there
is also an active market for IPv4 address transfers between organizations. Through at least 2024,
the public internet will carry both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic.

Many network operators and public cloud providers have been early adopters of IPv6 to facilitate
continued growth. However, for enterprises, the actual depletion date for public addresses isn’t
critical because most enterprises use private IP addressing inside their organizations. Additionally,
they already have the few public IP addresses they need for external services. Although most
enterprises have little need to transition their internal systems to IPv6, they do need to enable IPv6
support on their public internet presence to ensure successful communication with IPv6-based
consumers. Many organizations have already done this.

Enterprises are increasingly discovering pockets of IPv6 appearing within their network
environments, especially in IoT use cases. These include sensor networks, process automation
systems and building environmental control networks, because many of these systems will only
support IPv6.

User Advice: Selective deployment of IPv6 is now advisable, but a large replacement of existing
IPv4 services is still not recommended as migration costs and risks are substantial. Network
planners should separate their IPv6 strategies into public internet presence, user LANs, data center
LANs and specialty networks such as IoT.

Enabling IPv6 on the enterprise public internet presence is now becoming critical. Because an
expanding part of the internet’s population will be natively IPv6 — especially in Asia, the developing
world and 3G/4G mobile networks — public-facing services (such as websites) should be migrated
to IPv6 as soon as possible. Just over 25% of all websites (by traffic volumes) have already enabled
IPv6. Supporting external IPv6 connectivity will improve performance and visibility for enterprises’
IPv6-only customers, partners and remote employees connecting via an IPv6-only internet provider
or IPv6-only mobile devices. Organizations that do not enable IPv6 for these services will be forced
to connect to such users via operators’ network address translation gateways, which could easily
become overwhelmed and may be unable to cope with complex translations.

There are far fewer benefits to deploying IPv6 internally to the enterprise. The migration costs are
high for established IP networks and attempts to transition even midsize networks have revealed
many unexpected problems and hidden costs. As IPv6 is a new protocol and tends to be deployed
with public addressing, rather than network address translation (NAT), network security must be
completely rethought. It is generally easier to continue with private IPv4 addressing internally to the
enterprise and, if additional IPv4 addresses are required for external connections, obtain these
through address trading. Gartner estimates that fewer than 5% of all intranets are IPv6-enabled.

Although we do not recommend migrating to IPv6 for all internal systems, by now, enterprises
should have progressed with their planning, including determining what systems and equipment are
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IPv6-ready and which are not, as well as establishing a transition roadmap. Larger network service
companies, such as Dimension Data, now offer professional services to assist in this activity. As
businesses replace network and IT infrastructure, every new item of hardware or software with
network capability should have IPv6 support, so that the eventual transition will be easier and less
expensive. Leading network services and cloud services support both IPv4 and IPv6 but it is
important for enterprises to determine the options, limitations and cost of such support. In addition,
organizations that undertake a large-scale IPv6 deployment are likely to need DDI platforms: a DNS,
a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and an IP address management platform.

Expect to support both IPv6 and IPv4 through at least 2024. In various applications in specialty
networks, IPv6 provides a specific advantage when, for example, scale is critical, intercompany/
interagency addressing is required, or networks are frequently set up and torn down.

Business Impact: The key for most businesses is to avoid connectivity disruptions that new users
running the IPv6 protocol could create. The adoption of IPv6 beyond this requirement will typically
be time-consuming and costly with few, if any, benefits.

Benefit Rating: Low

Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience

Maturity: Early mainstream

Sample Vendors: Citrix; Dimension Data; F5; Infoblox; Tata Communications; Verizon

Recommended Reading:

“How to Deal With IP Address Exhaustion”

“Market Guide for DNS, DHCP and IP Address Management (DDI)”

vEPC

Analysis By: Peter Liu

Definition: Virtual evolved packet core (vEPC) is the virtualization of long term evolution (LTE) core
network functions, which traditionally run on dedicated hardware, in virtual machines implemented
on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) servers. These services include mobility management entity
(MME), serving gateway (SGW) and packet data node gateway (PGW). It can further expand the
definition by including home subscriber server (HSS) and policy and charging rules function (PCRF).

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Communications service providers (CSPs) like AT&T,
Telefónica, NTT Communications, Verizon, BT and others have rolled out their network function
virtualization (NFV) projects. vEPC has become one of the most feasible examples for
demonstrating the benefit of NFV. CSPs are convinced that vEPC is both financially and technically
viable for their networks and have started their vEPC commercial rollout in large scale.

Key motivation behind vEPC adoption can be summarized as:
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■ Lowers infrastructure cost by replacing proprietary hardware with common COTS hardware.

■ Scales economically to meet the growing user traffic on LTE network.

■ Enables higher service velocity and agility.

■ Supports affordable and fast service innovation and expansion such as the Internet of Things
(IoT).

■ Supports evolution to 5G, since network slicing and the inclusion of very-low-latency
applications will necessitate a virtual core network.

As technology evolves, traditional concerns, such as security and performance, have been well
addressed by technologies such as data plane development kits (DPDK) and single root input/
output virtualization (SR-IOV), as well as new orchestration and security tools. Large-scale
commercial rollout from Tier 1 CSPs eased the concern and we see most of the new EPC
procurements were involving vEPC as a mandatory.

More than 100 CSPs have commercially launched vEPC with different business purposes such as
capacity on demand, cloud-based core, multitenantcore to support “vEPC-as-a-Service,” or new
business (for example, IoT, enterprise) support.

User Advice:

■ Identify the lead use cases and a clear set of objectives for vEPC implementation that are in
alignment with the intended business outcome. Make this central to your EPC virtualization
strategy.

■ Achieve “quick wins” by taking a phased approach for your vEPC deployment plan.

■ Include investment in new orchestration architectures and management tools to achieve
operational efficiency in the multivendor, heterogeneous network environment enabled by vEPC.

■ Evaluate the organizational impact in terms of required skill set, initial goals and responsibilities.
Create an open and cross-organizational structure that enables and champions the vEPC
deployment.

Business Impact: CSP chief technology and information officers (CTIOs) are convinced that NFV is
the right direction. The maturity of vEPC always makes it the pilot project in a CSP NFV roadmap.
Greater scalability, elasticity, flexibility, service velocity/agility and newer pay-as-you-grow business
models are the targets from this technology. Additional benefits from virtualizing LTE core network
functions on COTS include:

■ Reduce total cost of ownership

■ Streamline asset utilization

■ Support new business such as IoT and video in an effective and efficient way

■ Enable fast service innovation and expansion

Benefit Rating: Transformational
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Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience

Maturity: Early mainstream

Sample Vendors: Affirmed Networks; Athonet; Broadcom; Cisco; Ericsson; Huawei; Mavenir;
Nokia; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Market Guide for CSP NFV Management and Orchestration Solutions”

Small Cells

Analysis By: Peter Liu

Definition: Small cell is a radio access point with low cellular radio frequency (RF) power output
that gives it a smaller and more defined range. It is managed as an integral part of a communication
service provider’s (CSP’s) network, and can be deployed indoors or outdoors and in licensed,
shared or unlicensed spectrum. There are various types of small cells with different ranges, power
levels and form factors. Picocell and femtocells are two classic examples that are included in the
Gartner definition.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: Small cell deployment is expected to continue to
grow over the next few years. Traffic over cellular mobile networks continues to grow at a fast pace,
placing a tremendous strain on traditional macrocell architectures. Cisco’s Visual Networking Index
(VNI) shows a wide variation of growth between different countries. However, over 40% growth in
data traffic is common even in some developed markets and it is generally above 30% overall.
Macrocell coverage alone is providing inadequate to meet the subscriber needs in defined areas
and small cells can provide additional coverage and bandwidth without having to deploy additional
cellular tower resources. Therefore, CSPs around the world substantially adopt small cells as a low-
cost way to improve the transmission coverage and density. As the market moves to 5G, CSPs are
facing more challenges in terms of coverage, network capacity as well as fulfilling diversified
services needs in an economic way. Therefore, small cell can play an important role in the 5G era for
both indoor and outdoor environment. 5G small cells are forecast to start commercial deployment in
2020. Gartner assumes the ratio of small cells to macrocells in cellular networks will rise from 5-to-1
to 30-to-1 by 2023.

User Advice: For CSPs, consider deploying small cells within the following environments:

■ Outdoors — in areas of high user density.

■ Outdoors — to improve coverage in rural communities.

■ Indoors — in public places such as shopping malls, transportation hubs and hospitality/hotel
locations which have extremely high mobile user density. Small cell can provide enhanced
coverage and capacity.

■ Indoors — within office environments for enterprises where more and more employees actively
use their smartphone for personal and business communication.
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Form partnerships with property owners, IT service suppliers, neutral host and system integrator
companies as well as local governments, to maximize opportunities and develop ecosystems while
minimizing costs and the time to deploy small-cell solutions.

Adopt new ways of network planning, installation and operations support to enable large-scale,
small-cell developments.

Use small cells to improve coverage, meet capacity demands and build a platform for value-added
services and enhanced subscriber experience.

There are two alternatives to small cells — Wi-Fi offload and distributed antenna systems (DAS).
The former is a best-efforts solution that utilizes 802.11u, and the latter is an expensive alternative
with capacity issues.

Business Impact: The mobile communications industry is in a state of transformation. An
increasing number of smart devices are connecting and traffic volumes are growing at a high rate.
New technology is being introduced and new heterogeneous mobile network architectures are
being considered by CSPs. This, in turn, is creating new business plans for new opportunities with
an increasingly diverse set of service providers.

The emergence of small cells continues to significantly expand the radio access network (RAN)
vendor landscape, while the small-cell equipment market is expected to reach a value of over $6.5
billion by 2021. Small cells will enable CSPs to improve coverage and increase capacity. They aim
to improve subscriber experience while accommodating high-volume traffic growth.

Benefit Rating: High

Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience

Maturity: Mature mainstream

Sample Vendors: Airspan; CommScope; Ericsson; Huawei; ip.access; Nokia; Samsung; ZTE

Recommended Reading:

“Magic Quadrant for Small Cell Equipment”

“Market Insight: Accelerate 5G Adoption Through In-Depth Indoor Coverage”

“Include 5G and Next-Generation Wireless in Roadmaps to Elevate In-Store Retail Customer
Experience”

“Critical Capabilities for Small Cell Equipment”

LTE Roaming (IPX)

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi
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Definition: Since almost 712 communications service providers (CSPs) have launched Long Term
Evolution (LTE) services commercially, it is natural for CSPs to deploy LTE roaming, too. IP
exchange (IPX) — the successor of general packet radio service (GPRS) roaming exchange — is
needed because it was developed to foster open, standardized Internet Protocol (IP)
interconnectivity. This migration makes CSPs deploy Diameter routers and session border
controllers. It allows end-to-end quality of service (QoS) in support of both roaming and
interworking.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: With CSPs emphasizing customer experience quality,
LTE roaming promises QoS, quality of experience and the ability to differentiate services. LTE
roaming has become more widely rolled out by many CSPs globally, and its coverage is growing
rapidly year over year.

Based on how LTE has mushroomed since 2013, it is likely that LTE roaming will reach the Plateau
of Productivity in approximately two years and will see wider adoption in other regions. Progress to
the Plateau of Productivity may become slower due to:

■ A resurgence of interest in Wi-Fi roaming and voice over LTE (VoLTE).

■ Video roaming with new applications, such as unified communications as a service.

■ Exchanging profiles and enforcing tiered services over Diameter.

LTE frequency fragmentation will also confuse CSPs and their clients, as they will find it difficult to
understand which devices can benefit from LTE roaming in foreign countries.

User Advice:

■ Target to have at least two roaming partners in each country to lead better agreements including
pricing and data usage.

■ When negotiating agreements, sign up to a security code of conduct to help create a trusted
community.

If the LTE roaming preparation is complete, this could be an advantageous position when in
negotiations with a potential partner. That is because LTE users will benefit from greater data traffic
availability.

Business Impact: EU’s roaming annulment has increased usage for European CSPs as subscribers
no longer need to be anxious over the high cost of roaming premiums. In addition, user confidence
in LTE roaming charge caps may also pose an issue. For example, there are cases where
unsuspecting or uninformed subscribers using 3G have been known to run up bills of over $10,000
in data roaming charges. The potential for LTE roaming charges may increase tenfold, despite “bill
shock” prevention efforts by CSPs.

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: 20% to 50% of target audience
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Maturity: Mature mainstream

Sample Vendors: Amdocs; Deutsche Telekom; Dialogic; F5; Oracle; SAP; Syniverse; Tata
Communications; TIM Group

Recommended Reading: “Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”

LTE-A

Analysis By: Kosei Takiishi

Definition: Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A), by Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Release 10, is the first system that is compliant with the ITU-T’s 4G systems. It has a peak rate of 1
Gbps downlink and over 500 Mbps uplink, using a scalable spectrum of up to 100MHz. It is
backward-compatible with LTE 3GPP Release 8. Key features of 3GPP Release 10 include carrier
aggregation (to leverage more spectrum and increase data rates), advanced antenna technique/
multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) enhancements (for more capacity) and relays.

Position and Adoption Speed Justification: As of May 2019, 298 operators in 130 countries have
begun commercial services.

These deployments are focused on carrier aggregation and other significant improvements that
LTE-A brings, such as:

■ Improved spectrum efficiency (increasing capacity and coverage)

■ Higher-order multiple input/multiple output (MIMO)

■ Self-organizing networks (SONs) and heterogeneous networks (HetNets)

■ Interference management, like coordinated multipoint (CoMP)

■ Relays

Carrier aggregation allows operators to optimize the performance of their existing spectrum assets
— for example, it is to deploy three-paired 40MHz carriers (such as 20MHz paired in 1,800MHz;
10MHz paired in 850MHz; and 10MHz paired in 2.1GHz) to support Cat 6 devices (peak 300 Mbps
downlink).

In January 2015, three South Korean communications service providers (CSPs) — SK Telecom, kt
and LG U+ — had already launched three-band LTE-A (300 Mbps).

Another potential scenario is carrier aggregation between frequency division duplex (FDD) and time
division duplex (TDD) bands, which has already been demonstrated. 3GPP Release 12 has
standardized FDD-TDD combinations, such as Band 1 and Band 41, Band 8 and Band 40, as well
as Band 25 and Band 41.

We assume that LTE-A has already reached mass-market deployment, as CSPs move to enjoy the
following LTE-A Pro.
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User Advice:

■ Confirm that equipment can be upgraded to LTE-A at minimal additional cost.

■ Plan for some hardware changes on radio sites, as well as another quantum leap in transport
capacity needs (despite equipment vendors’ promises of software-only upgrades). When
introducing LTE-A functionality in the network, ensure that adequate backward-compatibility
testing with LTE and existing 3G networks is undertaken by vendors during acceptance and
interoperability testing.

Business Impact: The main focus for LTE-A is to aggregate frequency bands and obtain higher
speeds. LTE-A is only useful for CSPs, either when they have licenses for several frequencies that
they want to aggregate or when they want to increase LTE bandwidth by refarming a separate
spectrum that had been previously used for 2G or 3G networks.

The main focus of LTE-A is on high-speed wireless data for low-mobility users. The concept of
network sharing in order to help save money for carriers will become part of LTE-A, and could lead
to new operational models of mobile networks (some LTE networks will already be relying on
network sharing).

Benefit Rating: Moderate

Market Penetration: More than 50% of target audience

Maturity: Mature mainstream

Sample Vendors: Ericsson; Fujitsu; Huawei; NEC; Nokia; Samsung Electronics; ZTE

Recommended Reading: “Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure”
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Appendixes

Figure 3. Hype Cycle for Communications Service Provider Infrastructure, 2018
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Hype Cycle Phases, Benefit Ratings and Maturity Levels

Table 1. Hype Cycle Phases

Phase Definition

Innovation Trigger A breakthrough, public demonstration, product launch or other event generates significant
press and industry interest.

Peak of Inflated
Expectations

During this phase of overenthusiasm and unrealistic projections, a flurry of well-publicized
activity by technology leaders results in some successes, but more failures, as the
technology is pushed to its limits. The only enterprises making money are conference
organizers and magazine publishers.

Trough of
Disillusionment

Because the technology does not live up to its overinflated expectations, it rapidly becomes
unfashionable. Media interest wanes, except for a few cautionary tales.

Slope of
Enlightenment

Focused experimentation and solid hard work by an increasingly diverse range of
organizations lead to a true understanding of the technology's applicability, risks and
benefits. Commercial off-the-shelf methodologies and tools ease the development process.

Plateau of Productivity The real-world benefits of the technology are demonstrated and accepted. Tools and
methodologies are increasingly stable as they enter their second and third generations.
Growing numbers of organizations feel comfortable with the reduced level of risk; the rapid
growth phase of adoption begins. Approximately 20% of the technology's target audience
has adopted or is adopting the technology as it enters this phase.

Years to Mainstream
Adoption

The time required for the technology to reach the Plateau of Productivity.

Source: Gartner (August 2019)

Table 2. Benefit Ratings

Benefit Rating Definition

Transformational Enables new ways of doing business across industries that will result in major shifts in industry
dynamics

High Enables new ways of performing horizontal or vertical processes that will result in significantly
increased revenue or cost savings for an enterprise

Moderate Provides incremental improvements to established processes that will result in increased revenue
or cost savings for an enterprise

Low Slightly improves processes (for example, improved user experience) that will be difficult to
translate into increased revenue or cost savings

Source: Gartner (August 2019)
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Table 3. Maturity Levels

Maturity Level Status Products/Vendors

Embryonic ■ In labs ■ None

Emerging ■ Commercialization by vendors

■ Pilots and deployments by industry leaders

■ First generation

■ High price

■ Much customization

Adolescent ■ Maturing technology capabilities and process
understanding

■ Uptake beyond early adopters

■ Second generation

■ Less customization

Early mainstream ■ Proven technology

■ Vendors, technology and adoption rapidly evolving

■ Third generation

■ More out-of-box methodologies

Mature
mainstream

■ Robust technology

■ Not much evolution in vendors or technology

■ Several dominant vendors

Legacy ■ Not appropriate for new developments

■ Cost of migration constrains replacement

■ Maintenance revenue focus

Obsolete ■ Rarely used ■ Used/resale market only

Source: Gartner (August 2019)

Gartner Recommended Reading
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.

Understanding Gartner’s Hype Cycles

Hype Cycle for Communications Service Provider Operations, 2019

Market Insight: Telecom CSP Sector Industry Product Planning, Strategy and Execution

Include 5G and Next-Generation Wireless in Roadmaps to Elevate In-Store Retail Customer
Experience

Predicts 2019: 5 CSP Technology Trends to Plan for 5G, Open Source, Virtualization and Private
Networks

Survey Analysis: Product Leaders Must Have a Robust 5G Plan to Meet Expectations of End Users

Market Insight: Accelerate 5G Adoption Through In-Depth Indoor Coverage
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Cool Vendors in Communications Service Provider Network Operations

Market Insight: 7 Elements to Successfully Offer Managed Public Cloud Infrastructure and Platform
Services to the Telecom Industry

Innovation Insight for 5G Networking — Cutting Through the Hype
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